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Message from the President

Message from the President
Our Green Commitment
In 2013, given the burgeoning conservation sectors,
CECEP remained resolute and high-spirited in the
pursuit of accelerated and scientific development &
restructuring, improved operation & management,
higher quality and greater profits, taking a confident
stride towards a Fortune 500 company.
Placing equal emphases on new plant construction
and M& A , CECEP enjoys an enlarged company
scale, booming major and minor business, a leading
position in the growing markets and an optimized
industrial chain, heralding a period of high-end,
broad-based development. In 2013, its assets topped
RMB 100 billion, up 24.96% YoY; its operating revenue
and profits rose 24.44% and 35.5% YoY respectively;
it generated “green power” of 6.865 billion kW•h,
up 21.6% YoY, handled solid wastes of 4.9092 million
tons, purified water and treated wastewater of 1.19081
billion tons, disposed hazardous wastes and medical
wastes of 100,000 tons, and reduced COD by 108,800
tons and CO 2 emission by 5.3754 million tons. In
particular, its denitrification business stayed ahead
of the industry, its daily solid waste disposal capacity
ranked first among its peers, its soil remediation
business assumed 20 projects in first-year operation,
and its energy-efficient construction business came
to the fore.
In the golden era of conservation sectors, CECEP
has developed a strong edge in major business,
established itself as an active player in far-flung
markets, strengthened cooperation and resource
pooling, strived for survival in changing conditions
and sought development through innovation. In
2013, it was involved in 100-odd major events and
collaborative projects, and concluded dozens of
strategic agreements with various governments and
enterprises for its anti-pollution and green campaign.
It had 435 new patents to its credit, up 97.3% YoY. It
assumed 31 new research projects at the provincial,
ministerial or national level, developed two Statelevel key new products, and received 30 science
and technology awards at the provincial, ministerial
or higher level. It established the Collaborative
Innovation Center for Advanced Environmental
Protection Technology and Equipment together with
six universities, and organized or participated in the
institution of 29 national or industrial standards,
23 more than those of the previous year. It also
led the compilation of the Encyclopedia of Energy
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C on s er v ation and E nv ir onment al P r ote c tion
Technology . It was granted a Patent Certificate for

Utility Model from the State Intellectual Property
Office for the “adjustable solar panel bracket”, and
made major breakthrough in anti-smog weapons
l ike P M 2 . 5 m o ni to r in g e quip m e nt a s w el l a s
desulfurization and denitrification technology.
As a company and its employees are closely linked
and interdependent, the development of the company
hinges on the growth and diligence of the employees.
CECEP has fostered healthy values among the staff,
constantly improved their capacity and workstyle,
armed them with a strong sense of responsibility
and esprit de corps, and in turn spurred corporate
development. In 2013, it organized a meeting on
talent development, implemented a corresponding
accountability system, promoted market-oriented
recr uitment and appointment, and proposed a
so-called “blue sky plan”. It was committed to
developing a featured training system, with nearly
1,000 employees involved in 22 training sessions
at the headquar ters. It also kicked off an open
recruitment for 158 posts at various levels of the
Group.

Not only is CECEP a green-minded company, but it is
also concerned about and involved in philanthropy.
It has clarified its charity care policies and key
targets, and has been working on a model which
reconciles business operation with public welfare. In
2013, it donated clothes and other articles to quakehit Ya’an in Sichuan as well as Fujian and Guangxi,
uplifting the total donation to RMB 15.374 million.
It successfully organized and participated in the 2nd
China Charity Fair. GuoMingYi Caring Team of the
Group was publicized by mainstream media and
highly appraised by SASAC.
CECEP boasts a premium brand, a pro-harmony
ideology and a strong sense of social responsibility.
The previous CECEP CSR reports have been highly
valued both internally and externally, and the 2012
report which, in particular, ranked top among the
1,525 reports published in Chinese mainland, was
granted the Leading Enterprise Award by Chinese
Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) and included in
the list of typical cases for its creative layout. CECEP
has constantly strengthened delicacy management
of social responsibilities, and laid a solid foundation

President
Wang Xiaokang

for standardized and systematic running of CSR
under t akings . On the b asis of a C SR-minded
corporate culture, it has further clarified the CSRoriented strategies and vision, bringing into shape
a preliminary featured CSR management system.
It has issued the CECEP Functional Plan for CSRrelated Tasks , and finalized the policies and blueprint
concerned. It has worked out a “butterfly model”
for CSR management, with CSR undertakings as
the body, and repor t preparation and indicator
management as the wings, in the hope of promoting
broad-based, healthy and sustainable development
of the Group. Currently, it is endeavoring to build the
CECEP CSR indicator system 1.0 into a yardstick for
corporate development.

In face of new oppor tunities and challenges in
2014, CECEP will insist on reform and innovation,
constantly per for m its social responsibilities,
ride the waves of markets, strive for the highest
per for mance, and join hands with customer s,
par tners and other stakeholders in the societ y
for shared growth, shared achievements, shared
harmony and shared future.

Wang Xiaokang
President
May 2014

Going Green Investing Green
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OdePresident
to the Sky

Ode to the Sky

The verdant field when I pass by,
Or beside the mighty ocean when I lie,
The same sight illumines my eye,
Reflection of the azure sky.

My spirits soar, my dreams flow
With the gentle breeze, through the heavy snow.
Sweat and tears I not spare,
For the sempiternal blue yonder.
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Ode to the Sky

Visit by Ban Kimoon

Group photo

Great changes have taken place to CECEP
over the past two years. We are now a world leader in
conservation and recycling, environmental protection and
new energy.”

“We have frequently encouraged various nations
to pay heed and offer solutions to climate changes, but
today we find ourselves overshadowed by CECEP’s
enthusiasm.”

— Wang Xiaokang, CECEP President

— Ban Kimoon, UN Secretary General

On Jun.20 th , UN Secretary General Ban Kimoon and his wife paid a visit to China Industrial Energy
Conservation and Clean Production Association (CIECCPA) and CECEP, and had a meeting with CIECCPA
Chairman and CECEP President Wang Xiaokang. Wu Hongbo, Under Secretary General of the UN, Li
Baodong (and his wife), Permanent Representative and Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of
China to the UN, Liu Yanhua, ex-Vice Minister of Science and Technology, Hao Jiming, Member of Chinese
Academy of Engineering, Niu Wenyuan, Member of The Academy of Sciences for the Developing World,
Zhou Shouwei, Member of Chinese Academy of Engineering, Hu Qing, Member of Stockholm Water Prize
Committee, and Wang Tongzhou, General Manager of CECEP, attended.
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Wang Xiaokang (front
row, right) presented Ban
Kimoon (front row, left)
the “energy-efficient city”
sand table

Ban Kimoon (2 nd left)
debriefed Wang Xiaokang
(1st left) on energy-efficient
building materials

Going Green Investing Green
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Green Campaign

Investor Relations

Blue sky, green field, shared vision.

Putting a new premium on long-term investor relations management, CECEP is committed to safeguarding
the rights of minority shareholders and taking full account of their interests in organizational design,
business decision-making and management practices. It refers to information symmetry between the
Group and investors as an important prerequisite for CSR performance and sustainable development. By
constantly drawing on proven experience in investor relations management, it is better placed to grant
investors a fair access to information on its operation & management conditions, industry standing and
future strategies, solicit their comments and suggestions, and foster an outstanding image in capital
markets.

Corporate Governance

Organization
CECEP
Board of Directors

Nominating Committee

Board of Supervisors

Remuneration and
Appraisal Committee

General Manager Wang Tongzhou: CECEP
will join hands with all walks of life in the
anti-pollution and green campaign.

Discipline Inspection
and Supervision Dept.

Corporate Culture Dept.

Human Resources Dept.

Audit Dept.

Technology
Management Dept.

Capital Operation Dept.

Cooperation and
Development Dept.

Legal Risk Control Dept.

Work Safety
Administration Dept.

Capital Construction
Management Dept.

CECEP Engineering Technology Institute

China New Era Group Corporation

China Geo-engineering Corporation

China New Era International Engineering Corporation

China National Environmental Protection Corp.

General Water of China Co., Ltd.

CECEP Water Development Co., Ltd.

CECEP Environmental Protection Investment
Development (Jiangxi) Co., Ltd.

CECEP L&T Environmental Technology Co., Ltd.

China Energy Conservation Dadi Environmental
Remediation Co., Ltd

CECEP (Beijing) Industry Development Co., Ltd.

CECEP Assets Management Co., Ltd.

CECEP Industry Development Co., Ltd.

CECEP New Material Investment Co., Ltd.

Shanghai International Energy Conservation &
Environmental Protection Development Co., Ltd.

CECEP Building Energy Conservation Co., Ltd.

CECEP Central China Industry Development Co., Ltd.

CECEP Industrial Energy Conservation Co., Ltd.

CECEP Technology Investment Co., Ltd.

CECEP Chong Qing Industry Co., Ltd.

CECEP (Tian Jin) Investment Group

Yantai Valiant Fine Chemicals Co., Ltd.

CECEP Wind-power Corporation Co., Ltd.

2012

CECEP Solar Energy Technology Co., Ltd.

2013

CECEP Consulting Co., Ltd.

2012

CECEP Sichuan Industrial Co., Ltd.

2013

Financial
Management Dept.

2012
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The No.4 Metallurgical Construction Company of China
Limited

0

6

CECEP Finance Co., Ltd. (under planning)

10

67% YoY

Corporate
Management Dept.

Collective investigation

Up

18

CECEP (Hong Kong) Investment Co., Ltd.

20

25
18

CECEP (Shenzhen) Investment Group Co., Ltd.

43

CECEP
CECEP Huayu Fund Management Co., Ltd.

Topics covered

CECEP

72% YoY

40
30

Meetings
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Up

50

Strategic
Management Dept.

Activities organized by
CECEP’s Board of Directors

Wholly-owned
or controlled subsidiaries

China-UK Low Carbon Enterprise Co., Ltd.

In 2013, CECEP standardized the Board of Directors, provided facility for the Board of Supervisors,
streamlined the organizational structure and improved overall governance. It revised the System of
Management under the Authorization of the Board of Directors and the Rules of Order for Special
Committee of the Board of Directors, and compiled the Work Manual of the Board of Directors (2013) ; it
recorded 18 on-site/off-site meetings, special committee meetings and director communication meetings,
with 43 topics covered; it also organized ten collective investigations when 11 tier-two subsidiaries, 19
project contractors and the Board of Supervisors conducted field surveys of grassroots entities. Based
on the Group’s realities, the headquarters re-started the Capital Construction Management Dept. and
established the Work Safety Administration Dept. It optimized the safety management system, and set
in motion a mechanism under which the person-in-charge of a project and the local entity running the
project should be held accountable for work safety. It executed “1+7” strategic cooperation agreements
with Fujian and seven of its prefecture-level city, and set up an office in the province.

Senior management

Audit and Risk
Management Committee

General Office

Secretar y Li Wenke: CECEP will define
overall performance improvement as its
fundamental task, constantly enhance
its value-creating capability, and lead
conser vation sectors to vigorous
development and prosperity.

2013

Going Green Investing Green
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Major Business of Tier-two Subsidiaries

Conservation

Recycling

CECEP New Material
Investment Co., Ltd.

CECEP Technology Investment Co., Ltd.

CECEP Industrial Energy Conservation Co., Ltd.

China New Era Group Corporation

Providing integrated solutions to industrial recycling of
energy and resources

Industr ial rec ycling of excess heat and pressure and
diffusion-type combustible gas; industrial energy system
optimization

Health products, daily chemicals and
medical care

R&D and production of new energyef ficient building material s and
equipment

CECEP Chong Qing Industry Co., Ltd.

CECEP (Tian Jin) Investment Group

CECEP Building Energy Conservation Co., Ltd.
Building energy supply, tr ansmission and utilization;
energy-efficient renovation of existing buildings and urban
heating system; comprehensive energy supply services for
buildings in the locality

Shanghai International Energy
Conservation & Environmental
Protection Development Co., Ltd.

CECEP Central
China Industry
Development Co., Ltd.

Financing, development and
management of Shanghai
International Energy
Conservation & Environmental
Protection Park

Energy conservation
and environmental
protection

Recycling of new materials and other
resources concerned

Environmental
protection

CECEP Water
Development Co., Ltd.

Disposal of domestic wastes as well
as agricultural and forestry residues

Raw water development and supply;
urban water supply and wastewater
t r e at m e nt; i n d u s t r i a l w a s te w ate r
treatment

CECEP L&T Environmental
Technology Co., Ltd.
Flue gas purification; environmental
and ener g y ef ficienc y monitor ing;
heavy metal pollution control

General Water of China Co., Ltd.

CECEP (Beijing)
Industry Development Co., Ltd.
Recycling of organic wastes

China Geo-engineering
Corporation

The No.4 Metallurgical Construction
Company of China Limited

CECEP Consulting Co., Ltd.

Raw water development and supply;
urban water supply and wastewater
treatment

P r oje c t de si gn , con s tr uc tion an d
general contracting

China Energy Conservation Dadi
Environmental Remediation Co., Ltd

CECEP Environmental Protection
Investment Development
(Jiangxi) Co., Ltd.

CECEP Engineering
Technology Institute

CECEP Assets
Management Co., Ltd.

CECEP Huayu Fund
Management Co., Ltd.

Monitoring, evaluation, consulting,
design and engineering in respect of
soil and groundwater remediation

R&D, production and application of
key products for industrial wastewater
treatment

R&D, industrialization and
pr oduc tiz ation of key technolog y;
technology incubation & integration
and related services

N o n - p e r f o r m in g a s s et s d i s p o s a l ;
haz ar dous w as te tr eatment; R&D,
production and consulting; volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) treatment

Private equity, venture capital, fund
and financing services

China-UK Low Carbon
Enterprise Co., Ltd.

China New Era International
Engineering Corporation

CECEP Industry
Development Co., Ltd.

Venture capital, technology
introduction and low carbon
technology incubation

Project planning, design, engineering,
gener al contr acting, machiner y
provision as well as civil and industrial
construction

Investment, development, engineering,
operation & management concerning
green buildings

CECEP (Hong Kong)
Investment Co., Ltd.

CECEP Sichuan
Industrial Co., Ltd.

CECEP (Shenzhen)
Investment Group Co., Ltd.

O ver seas investment, oper ation &
management; IPO and management of
listed companies; international credit
and overseas capital operation

Prospecting planning, design,
super vision and consulting;
construction and general contracting

Venture capital and venture investment
fund

Clean energy

CECEP Wind-power Corporation Co., Ltd.

CECEP Solar Energy Technology Co., Ltd.

Investment, constr uc tion, acquisition, oper ation and
services with respect to wind-power

Inv e s tment , con s tr uc tion , acquisi tion and op er ation
regarding PV power stations; production of PV cells and
components

CECEP

Recycling of renewable resources

R&D, production and mar keting of
l i q u i d c r y s t a l m ate r i a l s , m e d i c a l
equipment inter mediate s , or ganic
l i g h t- e m i t t i n g d i o d e ( O L E D ) a n d
environmental protection materials

Comprehensive
services for energy
conservation and
environmental
protection

China National Environmental
Protection Corp.

10

Yantai Valiant Fine Chemicals Co., Ltd.

Construction and general contracting

Energy conservation and
environmental protection polic y
research and consulting

Going Green Investing Green
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Figures on Energy Conservation and
Environmental Protection of China

CECEP’s Contributions in Energy
Conservation and Environmental Protection
Green power generation
(unit: in 100 million kW•h)
68.65
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55.715

20

2011

Water purification and
wastewater treatment
(unit: in 10,000 tons)
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COD emission
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Marketing Breakthrough
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Waste clean-up
(unit: in 10,000 tons)
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Investment in environmental pollution control
(unit: in RMB 100 million)
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17080.9
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Total COD reduction
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Total wastewater discharge
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In 2013, CECEP furthered market expansion and
resource pooling through conclusion of strategic
cooperation agreements with Fujian, Qinghai,
Guangxi and Guangdong (Shantou). The abovementioned “1+7” agreements brought key projects
to Fujian, presenting a new approach to intraprovincial strategic cooperation. Keeping tabs
on 40-odd projects, CECEP Water Development
Co., Ltd. won the bid for Changping sewage
treatment, a milestone for the Group’s entry into
Beijing markets. General Water of China Co.,
Ltd. succeeded in the M&A of sewage treatment
plants with a capacity of 350,000 tons/day in
Bengbu, Anhui Province, realizing water supply
& drainage integration in the locality. CECEP L&T
Environmental Technology Co., Ltd., by means of
matrix marketing, signed new contracts worth
RMB 1.83 billion, catapulting its denitrification
business to a leading position in the industr y,
and tapping into the heavy metal disposal sector
in cooper ation with relevant ministries and
commissions. China National Environmental
Protection Corp. assumed five new projects
in r e sp e c t of indus tr ial p ar k con s tr uc tion
and kitchen w as te tr eatment , mer ge d and
consolidated eight companies including Hebei
Construction & Investment (Group) Co., Ltd. and
Yantai Runda Environmental Refuse Treatment
Co., Ltd., pointing to an additional solid waste
treatment capacity of 14,000 tons/day. CECEP
CleanTech Development Co., Ltd. made its way
to Fujian, Guangxi and Sichuan markets, and
disposed hazardous wastes and medical wastes
of 100,000 tons. CECEP Dadi Environmental
Rem e diation C o., L td . w a s fe at ur e d b y i t s

technology-driven soil remediation business
w hich ear ned the bid for 2 0 projec t s in it s
first-year operation. CECEP (Beijing) Industr y
Development Co., Ltd., on the basis of a carefully
designed business and mar ket or ientation,
made a high-pr of ile entr y into the or ganic
waste recycling business and entered into 12
cooperation agreements.
CECEP’s subsidiaries
CECEP’s headcount
500
400
300

34928

338

39519

419 44183
50000
40000

252

30000

200

20000

100

10000
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0

Conservation

Comprehensive
services

Recycling

CECEP’s
major
business

Environmental
protection

Clean energy
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Footprints of CECEP’s Major Business in China in 2013

Ode to the Sky

Strategic Planning

Technology
Going
global

CSR

Corporate
culture

Conservation
Environmental protection
Clean energy

14

CECEP

Talents

CECEP’s
functional
orientation
for 2013

Internal
audit

IT

Legal
risk
control

The year 2013 saw a revised version of CECEP’s strategic plan. Adhering to the positioning of “worldclass technology- and service-oriented conglomerate specializing in environmental protection”, CECEP
clarified the goal of “striving to become a Fortune 500 company with assets of RMB 200 billion, business
turnover of RMB 80 billion, and total profits of RMB 8 billion as of 2015”. It defined “conservation and
recycling, environmental protection and new energy” as its major business, and established the model
of “strategic, financial and key element management & control”. It was committed to building the core
competence of integrating energy conservation, emission reduction and environmental governance
through accelerated and coordinated development of specialized subsidiaries, accelerated restructuring
towards a service-oriented conglomerate, accelerated remodeling of recycling business, as well as
proactive and prudent M&A under the spell of “going global”. It laid out functional plans for technology,
talents, IT, legal risk control, internal audit, corporate culture, CSR and “going global”, and promoted
strategy making, major business streamlining, overall budgeting, benchmarking and coordinated
business running, striving for vertical-horizontal synergy in strategy implementation. As a result, the
Group saw a substantial improvement in strategic awareness and strategic management & control.

Going Green Investing Green
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Anti-smog Drive

Technical Breakthrough

The prolonged exposure to expansive smog has posed severe threat to people’s normal life and health.
CECEP is to shoulder the responsibility of fighting smog on the strength of clearly specified orientation,
resource integration, technical breakthrough and restructuring.

Strategy Implementation
CECEP focuses on the following aspects:

Prioritization

Mechanism

Major business
development

Management
advancement

0-50
51-100
101-150
151-200
201-300
≥300

5.6%

Positioning
and overall
planning
Long-term
effectiveness
Strategic
management
& control

95%

Air pollution level of Chinese cities

Ideology

Excellent
Good
Lightly polluted
Moderately polluted
Heavily polluted
Severely polluted
0.6%

0.6%

Level: One
Level: Two
Level: Three
Level: Four
Level: Five
Level: Six

6

CECEP’s maiden
attempt to apply selfdeveloped technology
to pollution control for
the printing industr y
has recorded a solvent
recover y rate of over
95%.

I t s f ir s t pr opr iet ar y
vehicle exhaus t and
w aste gas disposal
products up to EURO 6
standards have rolled
off the assembly line.

6.2%

70000

24.8%

It has been granted a
Patent Certificate for
Utilit y Model for the
“adjustable solar panel
bracket”.

Its PM 2.5 monitor, the first of
its kind developed by China,
has helped to uplift the overall
performance and quality of homemade environment monitoring
equipment, and realized
industrialization of installations
for airborne fine par ticulate
monitoring.

It has founded the
State Environmental
Protection Engineering
Center for Industrial
Contaminated Site
and Groundwater
Remediation.

10%

Its proprietary LED road
lighting has passed the
CQC 16,000-hour test,
with an 8 8.7 % lumen
maintenance and a
lifespan of over 70,000
hours.

Major Investments

CECEP has invested heavily in
its water business in Wenzhou,
Zhejiang Province, including a
100,000-ton technical upgrading
project (Phase I) and a 50,000-ton
plant expansion project (Phase

800,000
people living in an area of 133

II), benefiting

km2, and uplifting its total water
treatment capacity in the city to
450,000 tons/day.

Through direct
investments and equity
swaps, it has injected

27

R MB
bil l ion in
municipal water supply,
sewage and industrial
wastewater treatment
as well as river basin
management in
Guangxi.

With a view to building
a s m a r t c i t y, i t h a s

8

contr ibu te d R MB
billion to Pingxiang,
Jiangxi Province and
sought cooperation on
solid waste treatment,
environmental
protection equipment
manufacturing as
w el l a s ke y l ink s of
engineering integration.

It has launched China’s
first of fshore wind
accelerator research
project, aiming to pare
do w n of f shor e w in d
power generation costs
by 10%.

Market Expansion
CNR

Zhengzhou
Railway
Equipment
Co., Ltd.

Macao
Fujian
Province

Dalian,
Liaoning
Province

Xiangtan,
Hunan
Province
Quanzhou,
Fujian
Province

CECEP

It has established the
Collaborative Innovation Center
for Advanced Environmental
P r ote c ti o n Te c hn o l o g y an d
Equipment with five platforms,
including one for water treatment
technology innovation and one
for international collaboration on
technology development.

Workstyle
improvement

62.2%

16

5

CECEP

ABC

Shanxi
Coking Coal
Group
Chengdu,
Sichuan
Province

Suizhou,
Hubei
Province

95%
In 2013, CECEP
conducted cooperation
with local governments
and enterprises
concerned, and
p ar ticip ated in 15 0 odd major events and
collaborative projects.
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Ode to the Sky

Achievements
Multiple No.1’s
CECEP has completed purchase of 1,000 tons of carbon credits, the first offset deal of
China’s building industry.

Its denitrification business has managed to cut NOx concentration in cement kiln emission
by an unprecedented 60%, pointing to an annual NOx emission reduction by nearly 1,600 tons
and in turn making great contributions to PM2.5 decline in the locality.

It has registered the first CDM project in the post-Kyoto Protocol era, which is expected to
save 148,800 tons of standard coal and reduce CO2 emission by 447,000 tons, SO2 emission
by 1,666 tons, CO emission by 39.1 tons, NOx emission by 1,719 tons, and soot dust by 2,012
tons per year.

As of the end of 2012, it had registered 33 CDM projects and borne witness to multiple No.1’s.
To be specific, CECEP Zhangbei Manjing Wind Farm was China’s first project to earn the
certified emission reduction (CER) credits issued by CDM Executive Board of the UN; CECEP
Suqian Straw-fired Power Plant was the first biomass power generation project registered
in China; and Shaoxing Waste and Sludge Treatment and Comprehensive Utilization
Project, jointly developed by CECEP Consulting and Mitsubishi UFJ Securities, was the first
registered CDM project for waste incineration and power generation in the world.

Cooperation
CECEP has won the bid for five waste-burning power plants and one biomass power
generation project with RMB 770 million, pointing to a total waste treatment capacity of
approximately 6,000 tons/day, thus making great contributions to the anti-smog drive in
Beijing and neighboring areas as well as to groundwater remediation and soil pollution
control in North China.

It has jointly developed a conservation-minded industrial chain with Hebei Iron & Steel
Group, eyeing a 2% decline in coke ratio, a 1% hike in pig iron output, an increase of about
132 million kW•h in annual power generation, a reduction of roughly 44,200 tons in standard
coal consumption, and a decrease of 115,000 tons in CO2 emission.

It has acquired the rights to dispose of all hazardous wastes in 14 cities of Guangxi and of all
medical wastes in Nanning, with a disposal capacity of 40,000 tons/year.

It has jointly founded China Engineering Center Par tnership for Contaminated Sites
Remediation (E3) with Solid Waste and Chemicals Management Center of MEP and State
Environmental Protection Engineering Center for Urban Soil Contamination Control
and Remediation, aiming to conduct top-down industrial design, set up an alliance of
standardized technology, advocate transparency and honesty of professionals, cultivate
outstanding talents, and play an exemplar y and leading role in soil and groundwater
remediation.

It has taken the lead in building the national PM2.5 instrument testing base, rendering a
ringing endorsement to the institution of new national air quality standards.

It has released the first White Papers on Business Promotion and Collaboration of domestic
conservation sectors.

CECEP has been involved in designing the largest PV equipment industry park in Northwest
China. Scheduled to be completed in three years, the industry park features a 300mW inverter
plant and a multi-purpose station, with a total floor area of 10,000 m2. Its product portfolio
includes 300mW PV inverters and 150mW components, aluminum frames and HV/LV power
distribution cabinets, with an estimated annual business turnover of RMB 1.1 billion.

CECEP’s three-tiered business
Profits

Eyeing potential development
opportunities
Maintaining and expanding its core
business
Ensuring stable operation and
consolidating its industrial position
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Innovation

It has facilitated the standardized kitchen waste treatment in Yangzhou, Jiangsu Province,
and run via BOT a 200t/day kitchen waste collection and distribution project in the city.

It has developed Namoa Island into a farming paradise, a clean energy hub, a holiday resort
and a cross-strait trade platform, providing package solutions to sustainable development
of islands in China.
Time
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Workstyle
Improvement
In 2013, CECEP meritoriously organized all employees to participate in different types of activities for
the sake of workstyle improvement and ideological development. The outcomes of such activities were
shared at the Review Meeting on Education and Practice Movement of Central Enterprises.

Opinion solicitation

20

Review Meeting on Education and Practice Movement of Central Enterprises

Leadership communication

Democratic life meeting

Themed education

CECEP
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Business
In 2013, given the burgeoning conservation sectors, CECEP spared no effort to
develop itself into a world-class conglomerate featuring employee wellbeing,
stakeholder trust, social recognition and international competitiveness, taking a
confident stride towards a Fortune 500 company.

Over the past 20 years, CECEP has seen the constant and rapid expansion of its environmental protection
business. From 2011 to 2015, its total investments in such business are estimated to top RMB 3 trillion,
twice as much as those from 2005 to 2010, ushering in a golden era of conservation sectors. In 2013,
CECEP reconciled efficiency with scale and business profits with social benefits, pursued marketoriented, technology-first reshaping for win-win, unleashed its advantages to fulfill the conservation goal
as laid out in the Twelfth Five-Year Plan, and proactively developed conservation-minded, environmentfriendly means of production and model of consumption. Placing equal emphases on new plant
construction and M&A, it enjoyed an enlarged company scale, a leading position in the growing markets
and an optimized industrial chain, heralding a period of high-end, broad-based development.

Former State Councilor Dai Bingguo (front row, right) visited CECEP’s exhibition stand in
company with Wang Xiaokang (front row, left)

Lifecycle of environmental protection sectors
Electric dust precipitation

Desulfurization by power plants

Vehicle exhaust treatment

Domestic sewage treatment

Metal recycling

Industrial sewage treatment

Domestic waste treatment

EMC

Industrial solid waste treatment

Denitrification by power plants

Sludge treatment

Kitchen wastes

Hazardous waste treatment

CO2 storage

Soil remediation

Nuclear waste treatment

Segments/Scale

Period
Infancy
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CECEP

Yundang Sewage Treatment Plant

Burgeoning

Stabilizing

Maturity
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Energy-efficient Services

China’s Energy-efficient Development Indicators

Energy-efficient industry

Energy-efficient construction
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Energy-efficient industry
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In 2013, CECEP was seeking breakthrough in targeted segmented markets in line with the trend of
China’s energy-efficient ser vice sectors towards specialization and larger scale, with its energyefficient construction business coming to the fore in first-year operation. West Lake International Plaza
in Zhejiang was dubbed as a National Electronic Information Industry Base; Green Building Museum of
Hangzhou was awarded a Three-star National Green Building Certificate; Xixi Tiandi Cluster received a
special grant for energy-efficient construction in Zhejiang; and Nan’an Beautiful Homeland in Fujian was
invested with a two-star design label during an expert review under the auspices of MOHURD. CECEP
was involved in the preparation of Passive House Standard of Hebei Province .
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Green Case
CECEP Inked 1st Offset Deal of Building Industry

Green Case
Energy-efficient Construction

On Nov. 28 th, subsequent to the opening of Beijing’s carbon emissions trading markets, CECEP
concluded an agreement with Franshion Properties (00817.HK) on the purchase of 1,000 tons of
the latter’s carbon credits, the first offset deal of China’s building industry.

Building Lifecycle
Planning/
Design

Zero Emission

1.8

billion kW•h/year

Save some

750,000

tons of standard coal

Paring down
approximately

1.98

million tons of CO2

Energy supply

Generating gridconnected power of

Steel Group; it can save some 750,000 tons
of standard coal, and pare down emission of
roughly 3.8 billion m 3 of low-heating-value
coal gas as well as approximately 1.98 million
tons of CO 2 . The “alternative fuels for lowheating-value industrial gas turbine” was
identified as a key conservation technology
development project by the National
D e v e l o p m e n t a n d Re f o r m C o m m i s s i o n
(NDRC). Entrusted by the Depar tment of
Resource Conser vation and Environmental
Protection, the Center for Studies on China’s
Circular Economy and Environment organized
an overall evaluation and set a high value on
the project.

Technical services

The CCPP-CDQ project of Chongqing Iron &
Steel Group has enabled its new steel plant
to recycle blast furnace gas, coke oven gas,
and high-temperature, high-pressure steam
from CDQ for power generation in the process
of production. It is China’s largest excess gas
and heat recycling project funded and run
by a third party (CECEP Chongqing Sanfeng
Energy Co., Ltd.), and the first zero emission
demonstration project for comprehensive
recycling of excess gas and heat recorded
by domestic steel sector. The project can
generate grid-connected power of 1.8 billion
kW•h/year, accounting for over 75% of the
total power supplies of Chongqing Iron &
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urban heating
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Heating system
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Key technology
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Construction for
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Operation &
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urban heating
system

Construction
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of regional
energy hubs in
southern China

Regional energy
planning

Core equipment
manufacturing

Energy hub
design

Cooperation of
business alliances

Construction of
regional energy
hubs in southern
China

Operation &
management of
regional energy
hubs

Building
envelope design

Renovation
proposal design

Building energy
performance
contracting
Energy efficiency
data services

Recycling

Waste collection
and disposal

Curtain wall
system
Backyard
maintenance
services

Waste recycling

Functional
upgrading and
reconstruction
of community
buildings

……

In terms of energy-efficient construction, CECEP, based on a systematic analysis on industrial value
chain with building lifecycle as the terminus a quo, has followed the path of “technical services for
energy-efficient construction” and “building energy supply services”, reshaped its business which
runs the gamut of planning/design, products/equipment, construction and operation/services, and
provided lifecycle energy-efficient services ranging from building energy use planning and supply to
energy efficiency management improvement.
As to technical services for energy-efficient construction, CECEP has completed low carbon planning
for some provinces, municipalities and regions, with a total coverage of 1,000 km2. With over 150
applied techniques for building renovation to its credit, it is in a position to provide comprehensive
energy-efficient technical services for the building energy consumption management system and
the envelope system. Boasting an inclusive conservation technology and business portfolio, it has
assumed 150-odd renovation projects for large-sized public buildings, with a total renovated area
of more than 20 million m2. It has also offered building energy efficiency management improvement
and conservation-related big data analysis services to NDRC, MOHURD, MOST, Government Offices
Administration of the State Council and other ministries and commissions.

Energy-efficient industrial project
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As for energy supply, CECEP has been committed to the promotion and large-scale application of
regional integrated energy supply technology which, through integration of traditional fossil fuels,
renewable energy from sewage or rivers as well as metallurgical and chemical excess heat, has
realized cooling and heating at some large-sized communities, with an energy supply coverage of
nearly 100 million m2. So far, CECEP has successively invested and operated “green energy hubs” in
Inner Mongolia, Shandong, Jiangsu, Hunan, Guizhou and Shaanxi.
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2013

Environmental Protection
Facing the dire environmental situation, CECEP
has put spurs to its environmental protection
business. Its hazardous waste treatment business
has come to the fore, and its contaminated
site and groundwater remediation business is
gathering steam, with a hazardous waste and
medical waste disposal capacity of 100,000 tons.
Its technology-based soil remediation business
has assumed 20 projects. It has made a highprofile entr y into the organic waste recycling
b u sin e s s an d e nte r e d into 12 c o o p e r ati o n
agreements. China National Environmental
Protection Corp. has assumed five new projects
in r e sp e c t of indus tr ial p ar k con s tr uc tion
and kitchen w as te tr eatment , mer ge d and
consolidated eight companies including Hebei
Construction & Investment (Group) Co., Ltd. and
Yantai Runda Environmental Refuse Treatment
Co., Ltd., pointing to an additional solid waste
treatment capacity of 14,000 tons/day and an
industr y-leading total capacity of 32,000 tons.
ECEP L&T Environmental Technology Co., Ltd.,
by means of matrix marketing, has signed new
contracts worth RMB 1.83 billion, catapulting its
denitrification business to a leading position in the
industry, and tapping into the heavy metal disposal
sector in cooperation with relevant ministries and
commissions. Built by General Water of China Co.,
Ltd., Wuhuashan Reservoir in Heilongjiang has

come into service, thus facilitating water supply of
Suifenhe City and vigorously promoting regional
economic development. Keeping tabs on 40-odd
projects, CECEP Water Business Development
Co., Ltd. has won the bid for Changping sewage
treatment, a milestone for the Group’s entry into
Beijing markets. Panzhihua Hazardous Waste
Disposal Center of CECEP Assets Management
C o., L td. has l aunche d a ne w inciner ation
line. CECEP Dadi Environmental Remediation
Co., Ltd. has translated its technical strength
into comprehensi ve ser v ices for the entire
industrial chain and successfully implemented
a number of eye-catching projects for the sake
of a s t andar dized dome s tic env ir onment al
remediation sector.

CECEP’s utilization of ecological
restoration technology (unit: %)
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Changping sewage treatment project
Bidding for Hebei Construction & Investment (Group) Co., Ltd.
Additional investment of EUR 2.2 million in China New Era (Group) Corporation
“Golden Sun” 35mW grid-connected PV demonstration project in Wugang, Henan
Expansion of Hangzhou Energy and Environment Industrial Park, Zhejiang
Hangzhou Energy and Environment Industrial Park (Phase IV), Zhejiang
Xixi Low Carbon Town, Zhejiang
Jiaxing Industrial Park (Phase II), Zhejiang
Biomass Thermal Power Plant in Feicheng, Anhui
Yixing Industrial Park for Environmental Science & Technology, Jiangsu
Jiangyin Industrial Park (Phase I), Jiangsu
Kunshan Industrial Park (Phase III), Jiangsu
Bidding for Suzhou Eco-town in Jiangsu
Purchase of equity of Huachuang New Energy Co., Ltd., Jiangsu
Excess heat power generation at CNPC Yanchi Compressor Station, Ningxia
Conservation demonstration project for development of Pujiang in Sichuan
Purchase of a 40% stake in Dexin Construction Consulting Supervision Co., Ltd., Sichuan
Purchase of equity of Sichuan Xiehe Geotechnical Engineering Consulting Co., Ltd.
Expansion of Waste-burning Power Plant (Phase II) in Linyi, Shandong
Purchase of a 60% stake in Yantai Runda Environmental Refuse Treatment Co., Ltd., Shandong
“Golden Sun” 10mW PV application demonstration project in Qingdao Economic and
Technological Development Zone, Shandong
Upgrading of Yantai New Era Health Industry Co., Ltd., Shandong
Purchase of a 25% stake in Yantai New Era Health Industry Co., Ltd., Shandong
Additional investment in Yantai New Era Health Industry Co., Ltd., Shandong
Investment in MgO-based desulfurization by-product treatment and recycling project
in Binzhou, Shandong
Construction of Penglailu LNG fueling station in Yantai, Shandong
50mW grid-connected PV plant in Dunhuang
100mW PV plant (Phase IV) in Liangzhou, Gansu
20mW PV greenhouse in Shizuishan, Ningxia
Acquisition of PV plant of Changhe New Energy Co., Ltd. in Zhongwei, Ningxia
20mW grid-connected PV plant in Zhongwei, Ningxia
Founding of Chongqing Shikai Clean Energy Co., Ltd.
Renovation of gas storage wells at Xinqiao Gas Fueling Station in Chongqing
10mW grid-connected PV plant in Delingha, Qinghai
2.4mW off-grid power plant in Zhidoi County, Yushu, Qinghai
Sewage treatment plant of Ruijin Industrial Park, Jiangxi
Sewage treatment plant of Xinfeng Industrial Park, Jiangxi
Sewage treatment plant of De’an Industrial Park, Jiangxi
Sewage treatment plant of Fubei Industrial Park, Jiangxi
Sewage treatment plant of Ganxian Industrial Park, Jiangxi
Sewage treatment plant of Longnan Industrial Park, Jiangxi
Excess heat power generation at CNPC Nanchang Compressor Station, Jiangxi
M&A of LatticeLighting Co., Ltd. in Jiangxi
Investment in the construction of sewage treatment facilities at industrial parks in Jiangxi
Sewage treatment plant of Nanfeng Industrial Park in Fuzhou, Jiangxi
Sewage treatment plant of Shahe Industrial Park in Ganzhou, Jiangxi
Sewage treatment plant of Yifeng Industrial Park, Jiangxi
Sewage treatment plant of Yingtan Industrial Park, Jiangxi
Sewage treatment plant of Yongxin Industrial Park, Jiangxi
Sewage treatment plant of Yugan Industrial Park, Jiangxi
M&A of Shuqimeng PV Technology Co., Ltd. in Aksu, Xinjiang
M&A of Rongchuang PV Technology Co., Ltd. in Aksu, Xinjiang
Purchase of land for construction of 20mW grid-connected PV plant in Piqan, Xinjiang (Phase I)
Joint founding of CECEP (Guizhou) Building Energy Co., Ltd.
50mW PV greenhouse in Fenyang, Shanxi
50mW PV greenhouse in Changzhi, Shanxi
Founding of a joint venture with Shanxi Coking Coal (Group) Co., Ltd.
Takeover bid for Costin Trade Co., Ltd. Jinjiang, Fujian
Haixi Energy Conservation and Environmental Protection Industrial Park and the
surrounding 50mu green buildings in Fujian
Takeover bid for Billion Industrial Holdings Limited in Jinjiang, Fujian
65mW Xiang Dao PV greenhouse in Inner Mongolia
30mW PV greenhouse power plant in Fengzhen, Inner Mongolia
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Waste Treatment in Kaifeng
Over the past 20 years, Kaifeng, a picturesque
ancient city renowned as “Venice in northern
China”, has been beset with waste disposal
problems. CECEP w aged w ar against the
overpowering stench of a towering landfill in
the city as early as 2009, and a waste-burning
power plant, built by Kaifeng CECEP Renewable
Energy Co., Ltd., came into service in July 2013
with an incineration capacity of 365,000 tons/
year, aiming to raze the landfill in six years. The
plant can supply 100 million kW•h of power for
external use, save 40,000 tons of standard coal
and pare down CO2 emission by 135,000 tons per
year. It plans to utilize biogas produced from pig
manure as an auxiliary fuel for incineration for
the purpose of comprehensive environmental
governance.

Landfill

Environmental Protection Industry Layout
Bu Mar
s i n ke
es t
s

A Energy

B Industry

Oil & natural gas
Metal and mining
Power generation

Textile, chemical,
pharmaceutical,
auto and building
material sectors

C Municipal/Utilities D Household

E Special

F Natural

Industrial waste
gas (steel plant
desulfurization/
denitrification)

PM2.5 treatment
Vehicle exhaust

Indoor air pollution
Vehicle exhaust

Hazardous waste
(gas)

CO2 emission

Liquid waste
(wastewater)

Sewage from mining
Sewage from power
plants

Industrial sewage

Municipal sewage

Domestic sewage

Hazardous waste
(liquid)

River, lake and
offshore cleanup

Industrial sludge

Municipal/
waterworks sludge

Industrial solid
waste

Municipal waste

(Sludge) Solid waste

Waste gas

Natural gas
purification
Dust precipitation
Desulfurization and
denitrification

Tailings dam
Sewage from power
plants

Dredging

Domestic waste

Hazardous waste
(solid)
Medical waste
Nuclear waste

Soil remediation

Eight major types of wastes (steel/non-ferrous metals/plastics/vehicles/tyres/electrical appliances/paper/ships)
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Clean Energy
Given the worsening smog in China and the growing strain on global energy supply, the development
and efficient utilization of clean energy premised on a revamped energy management system has been
identified as a primary sustainability strategy and a priority goal of various nations. The clean energy
drive hinges on low emission, low pollution and low energy consumption technology.

Panorama of a PV greenhouse project

Green Case
Wang Qinmin (front row in the center), Chairman of All-China Federation of Industr y &
Commerce, inspected geothermal energy application

[ Figures ]

T he year 2 013 s aw the s t able
development of CECEP’s clean
energy business which extended
its outreach to Guangxi, Sichuan
and Fujian markets.

In 2013, CECEP recorded an installed
wind power capacity of 1.9395 million
kW, including grid-connected installed
capacity of 1.2905 million kW and newly
installed capacity of 244,500 kW. It generated
grid-connected power of 2.35 billion kW•h, saving energy
equivalent to 857,000 tons of standard coal.
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CECEP Solar Energy Technology Co., Ltd. has
completed six PV greenhouse projects covering an
area of 20,000 mu . The projects are estimated to
generate an average 131.426 million kW•h of gridconnected power, save 52,570.4 tons of standard
coal, and pare down emission of 394,278.6 tons of
SO2, 116,507.48 tons of CO2 and 35,779.55 tons of
carbonaceous dust every year.

[ Figures ]
The projects are
estimated to generate
131.426 million kW•h
of grid-connected power
each year.
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Installed wind power capacity (unit: gW)

Green Case
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CECEP’s total

Newly installed capacity of CECEP

Solar Town
The solar town, which channels
solar power collected by
greenhouse roofing to organic
greenhouse production, has
created much room for profit
making and benefited farmers
and the government alike.
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Note: For “China’s total” and “newly installed capacity in
China”, data of Taiwan are not factored in.
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Geothermal farming

Offshore wind energy

Geothermal power
generation

Marine current energy

Ocean thermal
energy conversion

Tidal energy

Power plant operation

Steam turbine

Voltage regulator

Civil engineering

Equipment installation

Electric generator

Steam generator

Reactor pressure vessel

Wave energy

Nuclear fuel production

Overall solutions

Thermal services

Boiler

Thermal device
installation

Fuel processing

Fuel production
equipment

Raw material collection

Wind tower

Wind farm operation

CECEP

Wind turbine blade

A s o f 2 013 , C E C E P h a d
a reser ve wind power
gener ation capacit y of
nearly 1 gW in Qinghai.

Wind farm construction

CECEP W ind-power Co.,
Ltd. ranked No.411 in the
list of 2012 Global Top 500
New Energy Enterprises.

Control system

On Nov. 27th, CECEP’s 200mW Qinghai
Delingha Gahai Wind Power Project
(Phase I) saw the installation of its
first 49.5mW wind turbine.
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Recycling
In recent years, the burgeoning domestic recycling industry has
witnessed increasing product investment projects and output, and
showed the trend towards hi-tech products in line with national
policies. The growing investor concerns over the industry has
stimulated the demand for regional market research. As of 2013,
CECEP’s new building material business had boasted 20 energyefficient production lines with an annual output equivalent to 2.2
billion standard bricks, making the Group the largest producer
of its kind in China and Asia as a whole. CECEP can cut the use
of land by 4,000 mu , save 100,000 tons of standard coal, dispose
of 2 million tons of coal gangue and stone powder, and meet the
needs for 10 million m2 of energy-efficient buildings every year. It
has registered a comprehensive energy consumption of 1.56 tons
of standard coal per RMB 10,000 of output, down 26.65% YoY, and
a comprehensive energy consumption of 3.58 tons of standard
coal per RMB 10,000 of turnover, down 33.04% YoY.

Green Case

CECEP’s renewable resource
utilization (unit: %)
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Pan Yue (left), Vice Minister of Environmental Protection, visited CECEP in company with Wang
Xiaokang (right) and Wang Tongzhou (middle)

Revenue Increase and Cost Reduction

“Green Capital” Construction

In 2013, CECEP Shuangyashan Oriental Wall
Material Group recorded ever-growing output
and sales volume of its hollow brick plant
subsequent to comprehensive cor por ate
restructuring for revenue increase and cost
reduction. Having adopted a system where
each position implies double or multiple
responsibilities, the plant streamlined its
payroll and organizational structure while
uplifting workload to a reasonable degree
with a proportionate rise in salaries. Since
A pril, it has dr awn down greater ef for ts
in marketing based on flexible oper ating
strategies, and continued to adjust output
to sales volume, minimize inventor y and
stimulate capital circulation. It has capitalized
on local tower block construction and taken
pains with the development and production
of non-load-bearing bricks of different sizes
and specifications, saving a large number of
raw materials and offseting the oversupply
of KP1-type load-bearing bricks. From April
to September, it lowered costs by RMB 2.53
million, saved raw materials of over 20,000
tons, and produced 2.91 million standard bricks
in excess of planned output. Subsequent to an
unloading team reshuffle in May, it is able to
cut unloading costs by over RMB 200,000 per
year; the raw material workshop has avoided
production on rainy days to pare down power
consumption and reduce wear and tear of
hammerheads and grid plates; and the single
shift system was set in motion in September
against energy consumption during peak hours.

In 2 013, CECE P ini tiate d a pr oje c t w i th
respect to comprehensive governance of
riverbanks, farmlands, sewage, waste gas,
soil and 6.25 million m 3 of mining slag in
China’s “green capital” - Wanshan District,
Tongren Cit y, Guizhou Province, r unning
the gamut from sur vey, consulting, topdown design, technology management and
supervision to effect appraisal. Focused on
developing a national demonstration center
of comprehensive utilization of mercur ycontaining wastes, a demonstration park of
solid waste recyling with national influence,
and a national demonstration zone of resourceexhausted city transformation, the project had
vital bearing on resource-based city upgrading
and sustainable development.

China’s inputs in industrial
pollution source governance
(unit: RMB 100 million)

CECEP’s total inputs in
capital construction
(unit: RMB 100 million)

6000
5000

5,004.57
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CECEP

In 2013, CECEP inked a strategic cooperation
agreement with Shantou Municipal Government
of Guangdong on the construction of Guiyu
Industry Park as well as on the water business,
solid waste treatment, plastics recycling,
and comprehensive prevention and control of
heavy metal pollution in Chaoyang District. The
two sides will join hands in curbing pollution
from poisonous and hazardous elements of
consumer electronics, injecting the adrenaline
into domestic consumer electronics and
plastics recycling industry.

600
4,443.61

4000

Wu Xiaoqing (front row, middle), Vice Minister of Environmental Protection, visited CECEP in
company with Wang Xiaokang (front row, right) and Wang Tongzhou (front row, middle)

Recycling of Consumer Electronics
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Comprehensive Solutions
In 2013, CECEP issued guiding opinions on specialized development and regional operation, on serviceoriented transformation and on coordinated industrial chain, and published the White Papers on Business
Promotion and Collaboration. While extending its tentacles to new markets, it took concrete steps to
develop comprehensive solutions to energy conservation and environmental protection, highlighted by an
investment in the construction of China’s first 7,000-ton high-purity, ultra-fine silica powder production
line with cutting-edge equipment and home-leading techniques.

In 2013, CECEP saw the deepening of cooperation among subsidiaries for the sake of comprehensive
solutions. CECEP Industry Development Co., Ltd. proactively organized financing matchmaking meetings,
invited other subsidiaries to conduct surveys in Jiangsu and Zhejiang, promoted cooperation on new fields
in Fujian, and ushered specialized entities into regional markets. China Geo-engineering Corporation
tapped into African markets with specialized entities and developed a renewable energy project in
Mali. CECEP Environmental Protection Investment Development (Jiangxi) Co., Ltd. involved China Geoengineering Corporation and China New Era International Engineering Corporation in the bidding for its
11 construction projects (Phase II). CECEP Consulting Co., Ltd. offered services to the Group as well as to
the State ministries, commissions and other external customers. CECEP Huayu Fund Management Co.,
Ltd. increased the funds under management to RMB 1.66 billion, and China-UK Low Carbon Enterprise
Co., Ltd. successfully issued two environment-themed funds, both subsidiaries having been in the black
for the first time.

Green Case
Heavier Investments in Fujian

“Finance-Industry Cooperation for Win-win” - 2013 China Green Finance Salon

Cooperation

Cooperation with
Shanxi Coking
Coal Group

Providing solutions
to water supply &
drainage integration
Cooperation with
Bengbu Municipal
Government
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CECEP

Providing solutions for
large-sized energy-intensive
enterprises

Working on
comprehensive
solutions to “urban
mines”

Comprehensive
solutions
Cooperation with
Shantou Municipal
Government

CECEP signed a cooperation agreement with Fujian Provincial Government
On May 18, CECEP signed a cooperation agreement with Fujian Provincial Government in Fuzhou.
Party Chief You Quan, Governor Su Shulin and Vice Governor Zhang Zhinan of Fujian, President Wang
Xiaokang, General Manager Wang Tongzhou and Vice General Manager Li Jie of CECEP attended
the signing ceremony. Wang Xiaokang claimed that CECEP would further study Fujian’s new ideas,
approaches and requirements in respect of eco-civilization construction, and strived to parley the
agreement into an array of outstanding projects, thus contributing to the socioeconomic development
of the province. Wang Tongzhou and Zhang Zhinan signed the agreement on behalf of the two
sides, and inked strategic pacts with the governments of Pingtan, Sanming, Longyan and Ningde in
Fujian. According to the agreement and pacts, CECEP will further cooperation with Fujian on 1) the
comprehensive governance of Haixi Energy Conservation and Environmental Protection Industrial
Park; 2) the treatment of municipal water, sewage, industrial wastewater and river systems; 3) the
disposal of hazardous wastes and municipal wastes; 4) the comprehensive utilization of tailings;
5) the establishment of low-carbon industrial parks and communities; 6) the development of new
energy, energy-efficient new building materials and green building designs; 7) the remediation
of soil and groundwater; 8) the treatment of flue gas and heavy metal pollution; and 9) the online
detection of pollution sources.

Going Green Investing Green
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Green Campaign

Management
Operation & management is a constant under taking of a company, the
cornerstone of corporate development and a key facet of core competence. As
the saying goes, “Simulated disorder postulates perfect discipline, simulated fear
postulates courage, and simulated weakness postulates strength,” the bigger a

Total Assets Hitting RMB 100 Billion
[ Figures ]

company grows, the greater attention it should pay to its core competence. In the
golden era of conservation sectors, CECEP has developed a strong edge in major
business, established itself as an active and creative player in far-flung markets,

24.96%

24.44%

35.5%

CECEP’s total assets
have hit RMB 100 billion
for the first time, up
24.96% YoY

Business turnover
grows 24.44%

remained resolute and high-spirited in the pursuit of digitalized, modernized,
specialized and standardized operation as well as delicacy management, and
probed into a new management model in line with industrial development and the
Group’s realities, taking a confident stride towards a world-class conglomerate

Total profits rise
by 35.5%

and a Fortune 500 company.

55.6%

2.8%

0.53

1.64

Net profits attributed
to the parent company
soar 55.6%

EVA climbs 2.8%

Major business
records a YoY increase
of 0.53% in profits

ROE increases
1.64% YoY

Specialized Development and Benchmarking
In 2013, as per SASAC’s requirements on management improvement,
CECEP cons tantly enhanced specialized development, conduc ted
troubleshooting at the grassroots level and benchmarking against industrial
peers, and recorded 191 pieces of management improvement experience
and 879 management achievements. The Group was granted the Award
for Outstanding Centr al Enterprise in Organization of Management
Improvement Activities by SASAC, and delivered a speech at a related
seminar. SASAC’s Briefing on Management Improvement Activities of
Central Enterprises (Issue No.80) dedicated a column to and spoke highly of
the progress of CECEP’s management improvement activities.
Besides, it has summarized 125 pieces of gr assroots management
improvement experience and 810 management achievements, with a
collection of 80-odd pieces of management improvement experience and
100-odd management achievements distributed to various subsidiaries.

Pieces of management
improvement experience:

191

Management achievements:

879

Selected pieces of
management improvement
experience:

80

-odd

Artist rendition of Energy Station B
40

CECEP

in Binjiang District, Hangzhou
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Strategy Implementation
CECEP’s headquarters and tier-two subsidiaries have carefully carried out the Business Action Plan,
and promoted strategy making, major business streamlining, overall budgeting, benchmarking and
coordinated business running, striving for vertical-horizontal synergy in strategy implementation. As a
result, the Group saw a substantial improvement in strategic awareness and strategic management &
control.

Video conference for management improvement activities in a transitional period

Green Case
Special Audit
CECEP has deepened management audit and
internal control evaluation, and for the first time
audited the accounts receivable, inventory, M&A
process, offshore investments and overseas
assets, with 128 subsidiaries and assets worth
RMB 31.2 billion involved, and 101 irregularities
rectified.

Strategic Goals

1st seminar on the Business Action Plan

Short term (1-2 years)

2012

2

3

4

6

Major annual plans

Key points of the annual budget

Other plans

Annual goals：
Overarching goal
Operating goal
Investment goal
Financing goal
HR goal
Technical innovation goal
Capital construction goal
Work safety goal
Other goals

5

Construction plan

Annual guiding
principles, objectives
and approaches

HR plan

CECEP

1

R&D plan
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II. Preparing the annual business proposal

Financing plan

Structural indicator

Finalizing
the annual
operating goal

Investment plan

Management indicator

Indicator
Description
A summary of goals in different periods and a qualitative description of changes in
strategic positioning and core tasks
Income and profits
A direct reflection of operating performance
A direct reflection of profit-making ability, conducive to revenue
ROE
increase, cost reduction and investment control, and applicable
to existing core problems
General industrial indicator of constant profit-making and
Installed capacity
sustainability
General industrial indicator of constant profit-making and
Output
sustainability
Customer satisfaction Service management level of various subsidiaries
Accident
Project management level
Maturity of CECEP’s
management &
Management effectiveness and replicability of the model
control model
A direct reflection of managerial expertise and an indirect
Maturity of HR system
measurement of the Group’s sustainability
Business structure
Structural requirements on business remodeling
Balance of the business portfolio and maturity of various sectors
Profit structure
(the ideal structure TBD)

Framework of CECEP’s Business Action Plan

Business plan

Operating
capability

2016

Discussing
the annual
operating goal

Analysis on market environment and
competitors

Operating
indicator

2014

Review and analysis on major tasks
over the past year

Operating
revenue

Medium term (3-5 years)

Summary

Positioning indicator

2013

Submitting
the annual
operating goal

Corporate strategies

Category

I. Setting the annual operating goal

China Energy Conservation and Emission
Reduction Development Report

III. Preparing the annual budget
Operating
budget
Operating
budget

Capital
budget

Financial
budget

Going Green Investing Green
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Green Operation & Management

Green Case

CECEP is committed to “blue sky, green field and shared vision”. In the 21st century, green operation
has become an inevitable option of a modern enterprise, an important prerequisite for sustainable
development, and an inexhaustible wellspring of core competence. By dint of green operation, CECEP
enjoyed growing profits and burgeoning business in 2013.

Solutions to Climate Changes
In 2013, CECEP constantly strengthened its major business and training on conservation, optimized the
institutional framework for environmental management, proactively answered to the calls of the State
and society, participated in Warsaw Climate Change Conference and the Energy Conservation Publicity
Week events, and engaged itself in the preparation of the 3rd National Assessment Report of Climate

Green Treatment of Counterfeit and Substandard Goods
In 2013, CECEP launched a campaign entitled “May 15 green treatment of counterfeit and
substandard goods” with Linyi Municipal Government of Shandong. On the strength of proprietary
technology, CECEP conducted eco-friendly incineration, instead of traditional mass-burn previously
adopted by Chinese industrial and commercial entities, of counterfeit and substandard goods
collected by the city for grid-connected power generation. It is estimated that the incineration can
save standard coal of 130,000 tons and cut CO2 emission by 340,000 tons.

Change.

Energy Audit
For a clearer picture of subsidiaries’ performance
in energy consumption and pollutant discharge,
CECEP conducted an energy audit covering
2 2 s u b s i d i a r i e s a n d o v e r 9 0 % o f i t s to t a l
energy consumption. Based on audit results, it
organized the compilation of CECEP’s Report on

Comprehensive Energy Audit and CECEP’s Manual
on Comprehensive Energy Audit . Such a forward-

Wang Xiaokang (left) addressing at the Energy Conservation Publicity Week events

looking and innovative initiative as is never seen
before among central enterprises lays a solid
foundation for the smooth completion of CECEP’s
energy conser vation and emission reduction
tasks. In particular, CECEP Consulting Co., Ltd.
and CECEP L&T Env ironmental Technolog y
Co., Ltd. were requested to audit the energy
consumption and pollutant discharge of t wo

subsidiaries of CECEP New Material Investment
Co., Ltd. in Hebei and Fujian respectively. Detailed
examination and analysis on energy management
system, energy utilization and energy-saving
potential enabled the subsidiaries to identif y
breakthroughs in conservation, reduce energy
consumption and production costs, and increase
economic benefits.
Involving

22

Audited subsidiaries
accounted for over

subsidiaries in an
energy audit

90%

of CECEP’s total
energy consumption

CECEP’s Green Operation System
Uplifting shareholder value

Finance

Increasing CECEP’s gross income

Reducing operating costs

Revving up marketing efforts
Market expansion

Customer
relationship

Prioritizing outstanding
customers
Developing distributed energy
resources

Creating value for customers
and building a good brand image

Maintaining external relationship
and creating a sound operating
environment

Constantly improving customer
loyalty and satisfaction, and
providing value-added services

Ensuring smooth supply and
streamlining procurement
structure

Equipment marketing

Internal
operation

Individual
and
corporate
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Strengthening
safety management

Improving
service quality

Further balancing
supply and marketing

Fully implementing
safety management
requirements

Developing novel
service models and
offering efficient and
specialized services

Strengthening engineering
management and optimizing
the logistics system

Curbing
oversupply

Maintaining
smooth supply

Strengthening manager
training and motivation

Establishing and
optimizing the
information system and
realizing online learning

Implementing the
management model
Fully implementing
the Group’s novel
management model

Green Case
Training on Energy Conservation and Emission Reduction
On Apr. 2nd-3rd, CECEP launched a training session on energy conservation and emission reduction
for all subsidiaries. Specialists from Beijing Jiaotong University, China North Industries Group
Corporation and CECEP Consulting Co., Ltd. were invited to deliver lectures on the Statistical
Statement on Energy Conservation and Emission Reduction of Central Enterprises , on the methods
for calculation and summary of energy consumption and pollutant discharge indicators as well as
on energy audit. The training session aims to further promote CECEP’s conservation tasks, build on
subsidiaries’ awareness, underpin the statistical basis and improve the managerial expertise.

Constantly improving the organizational ability

CECEP

Enhancing
management and
technical innovation
ability

Promoting cultural
integration and
creating a harmonious
corporate culture

Going Green Investing Green
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Training on Environmental
Protection

Performance of CECEP’s Training on
Environmental Protection

In 2013, CECEP headquarters organized Groupwide training on environmental protection, with
15,774 employees involved.

1000

Training sessions

Participants

Evaluation on “Three Systems”
25000

800
600

Green Case
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Efficient communication training

Internal Evaluation
th

th

On Aug. 14 -29 , The No.4 Metallurgical
Constr uc tion Company of China L imited
or ganized an inter nal ev aluation on the
suitabilit y, adequacy and effectiveness of
its qualit y, environment and occupational
health and safet y management systems.
The evaluation panel unanimously declared
the three systems in good shape and up to
the standards. The same conclusion was
reached af ter another ev aluation by the
Quality Assurance Center of China Association
for Quality on the adequacy, suitability and
compliance of the systems on Sept. 23rd-25th.
External Evaluation
On Aug. 2 0 th -21 s t , Beijing Zhong Jian X ie
Certification Center Co., Ltd. evaluated the
proper t y and environmental management
s y s tems of CECEP (Hangzhou) Pr oper t y
Management Co., Ltd. (with Suzhou Senchang
Proper t y Management Co., Ltd. included)
on the back of a triennial recer tification
assessment. Management inter view, field
sur vey, and consultation of QE documents
and records presented the evaluation team a

Risk Prevention and Control
Adhering to the Guiding Opinions of SASAC on Establishing the Mechanism for Assessing Social Stability
Risks of Major Issues Concerning State-owned Enterprises Reform, the Circular on Publishing the
Measures of CECEP for Assessing Social Stability Risks of Major Issues Concerning Business Reform,
and the Circular on Integrating Social Stability Risk Assessment into Project Evaluation, CECEP has

defined social stability risk assessment as a condition precedent to the implementation of major policies,
programs and undertakings, and will not grant approval to any project application without an attached
social stability risk assessment report. Prior to the promulgation of any major policy or measure in
respect of employees’ vital interests and at the cost of social stability, CECEP should have assessed and
kept in check the social stability risks, developed emergency plans and optimal stability maintenance
approaches, and in so doing nipped man-made environmental disasters in the bud.

In 2013, CECEP Industry Development Co., Ltd. organized the publicity and implementation of the

Interim Measures for Green Building Project Management, and issued supporting rules including the
Measures for Construction Site Visa Management and the Measures for Evaluating the Performance
of Construction Supervision Entities . These rules were later revised based on employees’ feedback.
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“Quality Month”
On Sept. 27th, the “Quality Month” Review-andHonor Rally was held by CECEP Solar Energy
Technology (Zhenjiang) Co., Ltd., marking the
successful conclusion of 27-day promotional
events including the solicitation of book reviews
on War between Quality and Quantity , a speech
contest and an awarding ceremony for quality
improvement.

On the occasion of the National Urban Water-Saving Publicity Week which kicked off in Hangzhou on May
12, the Department of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of Zhejiang Province awarded five “watersaving communities” and ten “provincial water-saving enterprises (entities)” including CECEP (Hangzhou)
Property Management Co., Ltd.

29542.9

300000
250000

Publicizing and Implementing the Interim Measures for Green Building Project Management

Re-evaluation
On Feb. 1 s t , Gr eat Wall ( T ianjin) Qual it y
A s sur ance Center ev aluated the qualit y
and environmental management systems
of CECEP (Tian Jin) Investment Group. The
evaluation panel declared the systems up to the
standards.

“Water-saving Enterprise”

Reduction in CECEP’s water consumption
(unit: in 10,000 tons)
Green Case

panorama of the company’s QE management
system over the past year. A high value was set
on the company’s achievements in property
ser vices, and a higher in water and power
conservation which, as the evaluation team
put it, “went beyond customers’ expectations”.
The evaluation team also expected a greater
headway in green services.
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Customer Relationship
Customer Relationship Management
System
CECEP has constantly improved its customer
relationship management system, integrated the
equipment, R&D, technology and product service
teams, coordinated the corporate development,
quality and supply chain sectors, and built up a
specialized service support team, with a view to
providing all-round ser vices for key accounts,
general accounts and households.

Product acceptance

Customer Information Protection
The Administrative Measures for Information
Protection issued by CECEP have put a ban on

Environmental Literacy
In 2013, CECEP shouldered the responsibility of
educating the general public to shake off their
high carbon lifestyle. With the help of GuoMingYi
Caring Team, all subsidiaries were engaged in
disseminating knowledge of energy conservation
and environmental protection and advocating low
carbon lifestyle, with over 600,000 community
residents involved.

disclosure of customers’ individual information
and business secrets, and required execution of
non-disclosure agreements with employees.

Quality Management System
CECEP has constantly improved the organizational
process, institutional framework and examination
procedure of its quality management system so
as to safeguard project quality in an all-round
manner. In 2013, it recorded a 100% coverage of
the quality management system.
In 2013, the
environmental literacy
campaign involved over

In 2013, the coverage of
the quality management
system hit

community residents

100%

600,000
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98.5%

98.39%
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Customer satisfaction

93.12%

93.9%

94.04%

2011

2012

2013

Customer complaint
settlement
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Digitalization
In 2013, on the strength of top-down design, CECEP established three computerized systems (realtime communication, portal system and file management) and three computerized modules (contract
management, post-product evaluation and internal audit), optimized its OA module to the extent
of computerized official business handling at the headquarters, and initiated construction of data
warehouse, master data and decision support systems, getting its central enterprise digitalization rating
lifted to B.

Overview of Customer Relationship Management System
Green Case

Customer value propositions = Product/Service features (functions, quality, prices, timing and choices)
+ relationship (service provider or partner) + image (brand image)
Some strategic topics and approaches
Supplier relationship management

Customer selection

New product and service mapping

Reducing procurement costs

Getting a clear picture of segmented
markets

Predicting customer needs

Ensuring on-time delivery
Seeking premium suppliers
Adopting new ideas of suppliers

Weeding out customers in the red
Targeting high-end customers

Identifying new opportunities

R&D portfolio management

Forging partnership with suppliers

Brand management

Restructuring and managing the
project portfolio

Outsourcing mature, yet peripheral,
products and services

Customer acquisition

Expanding product applications

Product and service provision

Disseminating customer value
propositions

Cooperation

Cutting production and service costs

Customized large-scale marketing

Constantly improving the process

Capturing customer leads/Turning
leads into cash

Design and development of new
products and services

Shortening the response time of the process
Increasing fixed asset turnover

Developing marketing network

Increasing the efficiency of
operating capital

Customer retention

Marketing

Going the extra mile in customer
services

Reducing service costs

Sole-supplier partnership

Quick response, on-time delivery
and improved quality

Outstanding services

Risk management
Managing financial risks/
Maintaining good credit
Managing operating and technical
risks
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Promoting Digitalization Based on External Advice

CECEP

Permanent customer

Customer extension

Pre-sales new product
management
Shortening the development cycle
Reducing development costs

Launch of new products and
services
Period of rapid growth
Production costs, quality and cycle
Fulfilling initial sales goals

On Mar. 28th, CECEP held a review meeting on the Report on CECEP’s Digitalization Plan (2011-2015) .
Shi Zhiping, Director of Information Center and Leader of Digitalization Expert Panel of SASAC,
and Hu Jiansheng, Director of National Informatization Evaluation Center, were specially invited
as consultants. CECEP President Wang Xiaokang conducted in-depth communication with the
consultants on CECEP’s digitalization.

Streamlined Management Process
In 2013, CECEP established a risk-based internal control system,
streamlined 142 work procedures of 22 business sectors in the charge of
14 divisions of the headquarters, standardized its business process and
prevented risks concerned. Tier-two subsidiaries followed suit based
on their realities and the unified deployment of the Group. CECEP also
worked out its first all-inclusive rule of work procedures - CECEP Internal
Control Manual - clarifying the basic principles, organizational structure,
missions and requirements and process of internal control.

Cross selling and solution selling
Partner/Integrated management
Customer education

Going Green Investing Green
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Green Case

CECEP’s Work Safety Management System

Launch of Portal System

Institutional Framework

Oct. 28th marked the official launch of CECEP’s portal system (Phase I). The project which kicked off
in May realized “seven unified’s and two centralized’s”.

The Group has issued the CECEP Work Safety Accountability System, the Administrative
Measures of CECEP for Safety Inspection , the Interim Measures of CECEP for Safety Accident
Information Reporting, Investigation and Handling, and the Guiding Opinions of CECEP on
Further Strengthening Work Safety Organization and Talent Cultivation; it has also revised
the Administrative Measures of CECEP for Examining the Persons-in-charge of Tier-two
Subsidiaries , and the Administrative Measures of CECEP for Work Safety Supervision .

The evolution from a single portal to a portal system ensures information sharing and security.

Organization
Centralized
system
modeling

Unified
visual
effect

Centralized
information
storage

Emergency Drills

Seven unified’s and two
centralized’s

Unified
brand
image
Unified
technology
platform

Unified
portal
specifications

In 2013, the Group established the Work Safety Administration Dept., and urged tier-two
subsidiaries to equip themselves with independent work safety departments and specialized
administrators.

Unified
permission
assignment

Unified
portal
management

In 2013, CECEP organized three emergency drills - focused on risks of “crowded workplace”,
“construction” and “production and operation” respectively - by CECEP (Beijing) Commercial
Service Co., Ltd., The No.4 Metallurgical Construction Company of China Limited and General
Water of China Co., Ltd., and invited specialists and safety administrators from other central
enterprises to offer guidance and on-site training. A staff of nearly 200 participated in the
emergency drill, and over 240 officers and employees concerned from tier-two subsidiaries
attended.

Unified
domain
management

Penalties
The Group gave written instructions on the investigation reports on three accidents, and meted
out administrative and economic sanctions to four officers from tier-two subsidiaries who were
entrusted with safety management power by the headquarters.

Work Safety Accountability System
C o r p o r a te r e s t r u c t u r i n g a n d u p g r a d i n g h a v e p o s e d
considerable challenges for work safety. In 2013, CECEP
recorded four accidents of Level C or above, namely “March
17 fire accident”, causing two deaths and one minor injury;
“August 15 electric shock accident”, causing one death; “May
27 slip and fall accident”, causing one death; and “November
24 slip and fall accident”, causing one death. The total
casualties of five deaths and one minor injury hit a record
high. Given the grim work safety situation, CECEP resolutely
implemented the accountability system, instituted internal bylaws and meted out more severe penalties to violators. Of the
23 subsidiaries concerned, 56.5% (13 subsidiaries) found their
persons-in-charge equipped with the Work Safety Manager
Certificate in 2013, indicative of a significant rise from the
2012 level of 29% (7 subsidiaries). The 31 tier-two subsidiaries
recorded a 100% coverage of the accountability system under
which the person-in-charge of a project and the local entity
running the project should be held accountable for work
safety.
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CECEP’s work safety input
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Training
Since 2013, the Group has organized five work safety training sessions, with over 700
employees involved. It has assigned a 59-member team to the safety training held by the State
Administration of Work Safety, and found the persons-in-charge of many tier-two subsidiaries
equipped with the Work Safety Manager Certificates.

Scrutiny
Since 2013, CECEP, in line with the requirements of the State Council and SASAC, has organized
multiple Group-wide scrutinies on work safety. In September, in particular, it assigned three
scrutiny teams, comprising 11 safety managers from high-risk tier-two subsidiaries as well as
personnel from the headquarters, to all high-risk tier-two subsidiaries and some medium-risk
ones. During field investigation, the teams gave rectification instructions on existing problems
and a total of 91 orders concerning hidden dangers; they followed up the rectification pending
verified elimination of the hidden dangers.

August 15 Electric Shock Accident
At 12:55, Aug. 15 th , a short circuit resulted in
the death of an assembly line worker. CECEP
headquarters circulated a notice of criticism
and imposed a fine of RMB 10,0 0 0 on one
accountable person, and imposed a fine of RMB
50,000 to the other.

CECEP’s work safety accidents & casualties
Work safety accidents
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Work Safety Month
During the “Work Safet y Month” pep rally on Apr. 18 th , CECEP defined work safet y as a
commitment of both the grassroots and the executives, and laid stress on the establishment
and thorough implementation of the safety accountability system. Three emergency drills
- focused on risks of “crowded workplace”, “production and operation” and “construction”
respectively - were held at Jieneng Mansion in Beijing in late April, at CECEP (Qixia) Biomass
Power Plant in Yantai in May, and by the Project Dept. of The No.4 Metallurgical Construction
Company of China Limited in June.
Beijing: Fire Prevention Lecture
st

On Jan. 31 , CECEP held a scenario-based,
video-suppor ted lecture in Beijing on how
to prevent or nip fire accidents in the bud
and evacuate the fire scene, coupled with
d e m o n s t r at i o n of u s e of f i r e h y dr a nt s ,
emergency packages and respirators available
at Jieneng Mansion.
Yingtan: Emergency Drill
O n J u n . 2 2 n d , C E C E P h e l d a 4 5 - m i n u te
construction emergency drill against slip and
fall and electric shock accidents in Yingtan,
Jiangxi.

2013

Chengdu: Emergency Drill
On Jul. 6th, CECEP held a 40-minute blackout
drill at Xiangfu Domestic Waste-burning Power
Plant in Chengdu. Over 80 people attended the
drill.
Nanchang: Scrutiny
On Sept. 3 rd , the Group launched at CECEP
Environmental Protection Investment
Development (Jiangxi) Co., Ltd. a work safety
scrutiny covering the work arrangement,
troubleshooting and rectification progress
of the company and, in particular, the safety
management of its industrial base and its
subsidiary - CECEP LatticeLighting Co., Ltd.

March 17 Fire Accident
At 16:00, Mar. 17th, a fuel leak with naked flame caused death of two workers engaged in firefighting
and drove one to jump out of the window, incurring a direct economic loss of RMB 3.068 million. CECEP
gave a disciplinary warning to and imposed a fine of RMB 20,000 on one accountable person, and
recorded a demerit and imposed a fine of RMB 30,000 on the other.
Subsequent to the two accidents, CECEP organized “Work Safety Month” events and safety scrutinies to
prevent such accidents.

Guarding against Typhoon Haiyan
On Oct. 30 th, Typhoon Haiyan landed in Hainan and wreaked havoc on the city of Sanya. CECEP’s
local subsidiary made a prompt emergency response to safeguard the life and properties of
its employees and reduce or avoid losses to the greatest extent. It issued the Urgent Circular
on the Prevention & Control of Typhoon Haiyan beforehand to various departments, which in
turn conducted safety checks for ongoing engineering projects as well as industrial parks and
equipment. The company also sent text messages to suggest all employees staying indoors as
far as possible, while leaving certain personnel on guard and ordering managers at all levels
to remain accessible by mobile phone on a 24-hour basis in case of emergencies. Thanks to the
adequate preparation, the typhoon caused no severe casualty or drastic property loss.

Fire and earthquake evacuation drill
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Stronger and Smarter Leadership
In 2013, against the backdrop of restructuring & upgrading, management enhancement and workstyle
improvement, CECEP put a new premium on the talent reserve, corporate culture, business integrity,
CSR as well as stronger and smarter leadership, aiming to develop itself into a world-class energy
conservation and environmental protection enterprise.

Management

“Going Global”
CECEP has kept tabs on cutting-edge environmental protection technology and stayed in contact with
industry-leading global enterprises. It is in close cooperation with Remondis (Germany), SK Group (Korea),
JGC (Japan) as well as the Climate Group, World Bank and ADB, and has worked with Lafarge Group
(France) on cement kiln excess heat utilization. CECEP Solar Energy Technology Co., Ltd. has successfully
taken over a PV power generation project in Italy, while China Geo-engineering Corporation has set up
over 30 outlets in Africa, Southeast Asia and the Middle East, accomplished thousands of large- and
medium-sized projects in 60-odd nations and regions, and forged partnership with local governments.

RO workshop of 200,000-ton desalination plant in Algeria

Knowledge contest (final)

Green Case

Solar Business Going Global
On Mar. 12 th, CECEP’s 30mW grid-connected PV plant in Greece
went into service with a total capacity of 30.125 mWp, marking
a substantial breakthrough in new energy development and
general contracting overseas, and a solid step towards western
conservation markets.

CECEP’s 30mW gridconnected PV plant in
Greece went into service
with a total capacity of

30.125

mWp

Promoting Trademark Registration in Overseas Markets

Retired employees commemorating revolutionary martyrs in Nanchang, Jiangxi
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In 2013, driven by the strategy of “going global ”, CECEP
promoted trademark registration in overseas as well as
domestic markets. Currently, CECEP have to its credit 174
registered trademarks at home and abroad, including 96 in
Chinese mainland, 61 in Hong Kong, and 17 in the EU, the US
and Australia. The Administrative Measures for Subsidiaries’
Use of CECEP’s Logo was issued for standardized use and
protection of the trademarks.

CECEP have to its credit

174

registered
trademarks at home
and abroad
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Innovation
Innovation, in ideology, technology, organization and institution simultaneously, is
a driving force of scientific development of a modern enterprise. In 2013, CECEP
persisted with bold innovation in an all-round manner by carrying out innovative
plans with a creative mindset and increasing input in R&D and platform
construction, organizational restructuring and talent introduction.

Institutional Development
In 2013, under the guidance of its technical development plan, CECEP revved up the amelioration of its
technology management system and laid down four rules concerned. It worked on a new institutional
framework, built a technical R&D platform through resource integration, engaged itself in technical
standard development, and enhanced its technical innovation capacity based on the realities. It registered
435 new patents, up 97.3% YoY, including 212 from the energy conservation sector, up 500% YoY, and
52 from the environmental protection business, up 92.9% YoY. It assumed 31 new research projects at
the provincial, ministerial or national level, developed two State-level key new products, and received
30 science and technology awards at the provincial, ministerial or higher level. It jointly set up the
Collaborative Innovation Center for Advanced Environmental Protection Technology and Equipment
together with six universities, applied for the establishment of the National “2011” Collaborative
Innovation Center - which, if approved, would earn CECEP a special grant of RMB 1 billion from the
central government in four years - and organized or participated in the institution of 29 national
or industrial standards, 23 more than those of the previous year. It also led the compilation of the

Encyclopedia of Energy Conservation and Environmental Protection Technology.

Wang Tongzhou (left) sent a book to a Taiwan deputy at the Cross-straits Seminar on Climate Changes

CECEP’s new patents
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PV greenhouse in Hanchuan
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CECEP’s technical and R&D input
(unit: in RMB 10,000)
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Building R&D Platforms for
Collaborative Innovation
In 2013, CECEP encouraged and supported
R&D platform construction at the Group or
subsidiar y level. It proactively applied for
the establishment of the National “2011”
Collaborative Innovation Center with Harbin
Institute of Technology (HIT) so that the center,
if approved, would evolve into a cutting-edge
platform for national technical innovation and
for in-depth cooperation between enterprises
a n d u n i v e r s i t i e s . C u r r e n t l y, t h e G r o u p
has accomplished the first R&D projects
commissioned by HIT. Besides, through careful
preparation, CECEP jointly set up with HIT the
Collaborative Innovation Center for Advanced
E n v i r o n m e n t a l P r o t e c t i o n Te c h n o l o g y
and Equipment, and finalized the council
membership and the Articles of Association
at the inaugural council meeting of the center.
On the other hand, the Group suppor ted
CECEP Central Institute in the organizational
structure, internal by-law and incubation
projects, aiming to establish the subsidiary as
a platform for CECEP’s technical innovation.
It encouraged and organized subsidiaries to
apply for the establishment of 2013 National
Certified Enterprise Technical Centers and
other platforms, and recommended three

subsidiaries where conditions permit, namely
Yantai Valiant Fine Chemicals Co., Ltd., Tianjin
B&M Science and Technology Joint-stock
Co., Ltd. and Shuangyashan Oriental Wall
Material Co., Ltd., to the approval authority
(the former had got the approval). CECEP
Dadi Environmental Remediation Co., Ltd.
found the project of State Environmental
Protection Engineering Center for Industrial
Contaminated Site and Groundwater
Remediation approved by the MEP feasibility
s tud y meeting, w hich w ould become an
impor tant national cooper ation platform
for the industrialization of environmental
technolog y achievement s as well as the
pooling and cultivation of creative minds.

University Cooperation
General Water of China - Xiamen Water made
great breakthrough in a national project,
“A study into sludge bio-dr ying and land
use technology”, jointly assumed by several
u n i v e r s i t i e s . T h e “c o m b i n e d t r e at m e nt
processes of municipal sew age mixed
with landfill leachate”, jointly developed by
Chinese Academy of Sciences and other
entities, assured local municipal sewage
treatment plants of an adequate supply of
carbon sources and landfill leachate up to the
standards.

Institution of Standards
The year 2013 saw 12 company standards developed by CECEP’s subsidiaries. To be specific, CECEP
Solar Energy Technology Co., Ltd. issued the standards for design, construction, examination &
acceptance, operation & maintenance of ground-based, grid-connected PV power generation system;
CECEP L&T Environmental Technology Co., Ltd. worked out specifications for TR-IISC-G2 data collector
and transmission, TR2C6F-2.5 PM2.5 monitor, TR2341-A fully automatic on-line total chrome analyzer
and TR22PP smoke monitor; and CECEP New Material Investment Co., Ltd. laid down instructions for dry
wall brick-baking enterprise as well as building industrial pit crane, automatic unburned brick stacker
and unloader. For resource and technical integration, CECEP Central Institute led the compilation of
the Encyclopedia of Energy Conservation and Environmental Protection Technology by subsidiaries
concerned, covering energy-efficient industry and construction, green building, sewage treatment,
waste-to-power technology, flue gas treatment and soil remediation.

Green Case

Revving up Institution of Standards for 1st Internal Audit
On Nov. 15 th , General Water of China Co., Ltd. passed the 1st internal audit of its quality,
environment and occupational health and safety management systems. The audit, which kicked off
on Aug. 11th, was intended to promote corporate management in an all-round manner.

Product Innovation
Demand-led product innovation is a trump card for market competitions.

CECEP’s new product sales volume
(unit: in RMB 10,000)

Water Source Heat Pump

Ushering in a New Era of Urban Energy Conservation
Water source heat pump is based on the air-conditioning technology which
uses solar energy contained in Earth water for cooling/heating switch. In
summer, the large amount of heat produced by air pumps is conducted to
river water; in winter, the low-grade energy contained in low-temperature
surface water is converted by the same air pumps into 50 oC hot water for
heating, thus reducing consumption of fossil energy. Water source heat
pump is an effective solution to energy and environmental problems.
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V-1 Project (Phase I) Going into Service
On Jun. 6 th , CECEP’s V-1 project (Phase I) was put into ser vice. The project focused on air
purification and waste gas disposal has reaped sound economic benefits.

Product Innovation at Archers
CECEP - Archers Systems, which specializes in R&D, design and marketing of large-sized
precision film apparatuses, has earned four patents at home, six in the US, and four in Taiwan over
the past year on the strength of rich experience in equipment and process development as well
as company operation & management. Its plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)
device is pivotal for production of high-efficiency hetero-structure solar cell, silicon-based thinfilm solar cell, integrated circuit, tablet and touch pad. As cutting-edge products of the solar
cell sector, its hetero-structure and copper-indium-gallium-selenide (CIGS) solar cells boast a
simulated energy conversion rate of 20.9% and a potential rate of over 23%. Its silicon-based thinfilm solar cell registers a world-leading stabilized rate of 11.6%. In June, it made a breakthrough
on the marketing front by selling a PECVD device to Taiwan’s largest and the world’s second
largest solar cell dealer. It successively received orders from Taiwan’s largest CIGS solar cell
dealer for customized products and standardized mass-production equipment, with an expected
annual order amount of over USD 10 million.

Spectrum of Environmental Protection Technology

Project
design
Materials
Catalyst
Heat treatment
Biotechnology technology
Others
technology
and equipment
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A Energy

B Industry

Oil & natural gas
Metal and mining
Power generation

Textile, chemical,
pharmaceutical,
auto and building
material sectors

Tailings dam
(drainage)

Desulfurization
(lime-gypsum)
Denitrification
(low nitrogen
combustion)

C Municipal/Utilities D Household

E Special

Municipal/Domestic
sewage (pipeline
engineering)

Hazardous waste
(drying and
burning)
Nuclear waste
(storage)

Municipal/Domestic
waste (burning)
Municipal/ sludge
(drying and burning)

Hazardous waste
(drying and
burning)
Medical waste
(burning)

Industrial
wastewater
(fermentation and
decomposition)

Municipal/
Waterworks sludge
(land use)

Sewage from power
plants (resin)
Desulfurization
(low nitrogen
combustion)

Industrial sewage
(film technology)

Municipal/Domestic
sewage (film
technology)

Natural gas purification
(chemical-based)
Sewage from mining
(separation)
Denitrification
(SCR/SNCR)

Industrial sludge
(catalyst-based)

Vehicle exhaust
(catalyst-based)

PM2.5 (monitoring)
Indoor (adsorbent)
Eight major types of solid wastes (Dismantling/Sorting)

CECEP

F Natural

CO 2
(capture and storage)

Natural water
body treatment
Soil remediation
(microbe-based)

Business Remodeling
In 2013, CECEP’s subsidiaries kept tabs on segmented markets and strived for business remodeling.
CECEP Solar Energy Technology Co., Ltd. took pains with restructuring and upgrading of its PV
greenhouse project while doubling the installed capacity and maintaining its industry-leading position.
CECEP Industrial Energy Conservation Co., Ltd. blazed new trails and targeted premium resources,
and in so doing blossomed in the fields of smelting, oil, coke, chemical industry and building materials.
CECEP Building Energy Conservation Co., Ltd., on the strength of clearly specified orientation and
resource integration, brought into shape an industrial chain integrating consulting, design, investment,
operation and ser vices. CECEP New Material Investment Co., Ltd. and CECEP (Beijing) Industr y
Development Co., Ltd. worked hand in glove on financing and building material marketing, while CECEP
(Shenzhen) Investment (Group) Co., Ltd. was engrossed in asset and business restructuring.

Green Case

Striving for Institution of Standards and Promoting R&D
In 1Q13, CECEP Shuangyashan Oriental Wall Material Group got the
approval for one national standard, two industrial standards, and one
national patent application. To be specific, the Building Industrial Machine
Safety Technical Requirements - General Principles (GB/T29058-2012),
jointly drafted by the company, has been put in effect (Jian Zhuang
Biao Wei [2013] No.1) after the examination by the National Technical
Committee 465 on Equipment & Machinery in Building Material Industries
of Standardization Administration of China (SAC/ TC4 65); the t wo
industrial standards issued and implemented are on vacuum extruders
(JC/T343-2012) and fine roller mills (JC/T450-2012) respectively; and
the national patent has been awarded to the self-developed extrusion
molding machine for sintering heat preser vation building block. As
of the end of 2013, the company had been responsible for or involved
in drafting up to 63 national, industrial or corporate standards, with
3 national, 4 industrial and 37 corporate standards in effect. It has
become members of SAC/ TC465, China Building Material Machinery
Association, and National Technical Committee on Machinery in Building
Material Industries of Standardization Administration of China. It has
been honored by the latter as an “outstanding entity in standardization in
China” for several consecutive years since 2004, and was dubbed by the
same as a “designated enterprise in national building material machinery
industries” from 2007-2012.

Total number of
standards:

63

National standards
drafted, issued and
implemented:

3

Industrial standards
drafted, issued and
implemented:

4

Corporate standards
drafted, issued and
implemented:

37

Novel Modes of Training
On Sept. 23rd, the East China Branch of CECEP Solar Energy Technology
Co., Ltd. organized a regional tr aining session on sol ar project
development via the novel mode of QQ Group video chats, involving 18
employees and covering such topics as “A Study on the Mechanism
and Types of PV Components at PV Plants”, “PV Plant Construction”,
“Distributed PV Power Generation Technology and Micro-grid”, “Field
Investigation and Proposal Design for Distributed PV Plants”, “Practices
of Grid-connected PV Plant Construction” and “Preliminary Declaration
of PV Power Generation Projects”.

Employees involved in
training via QQ group
video chats:

18
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CECEP’s Milestones
of Innovation in 2013

Dec. 25 th Launching meeting
of E3

Oct. 4th - National
Utility Model
Certificate

Wang Tongzhou (3rd left) at 13th China Annual Management Summit

Green Case

Developing New Financing Channels
Raising adequate funds for rapid
development: CECEP has expanded direct and
indirect financing channels, guided commercial
banks in developing new financial products,
allocated bank credit in a rational manner,
and instituted specialized financing proposals
so as to ensure compliance of fund use,
reasonable length of loans, security of fund
chain, and balanced growth in funds raised and
investment.
Rationally arranging for bond issue: CECEP
has, based on the growth in its net assets,
made reasonable arrangement for the issue
of medium-term notes and debentures for
the sake of constant fund use at low costs
and, in line with its impending fund demand,
worked out rational plans for the issue of
super & short-term commercial papers while
negotiating the scale of notes to be issued with
underwriters for maximum profits by right of
sound interactions with banks.
Enhancing fund and resource allocation:
CECEP, by virtue of overall budgeting, has
strengthened management & control over fund
allocation at the subsidiary level, with priority
given to projects in line with national industrial
policies and in respect of the Group’s major
business, and to those concerning key technical
innovation, equipment and industrial chain. On
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the strength of specialized financing proposals
and unique policies, it has further promoted its
major business and avant-garde technology,
corporate restructuring & upgrading, and
the conservation-minded industrial chain. It
has kept tabs on cutting-edge products and
solutions from the financial markets, and made
the most of favorable financing policies by
absorbing large sums of money at low costs
from insurance agencies, asset pools and
private banks.
Expanding overseas debt financing channels:
CECEP has been proactively seeking debt
financing from overseas markets, i.e. through
the is sue of RMB- or USD- denominated
bonds by CECEP Environmental Protection
(Hong Kong) Inve s tment Co., Ltd., or of
RMB-denominated bonds directly by the
headquarters.
Integrating financing and building material
marketing: In order to ex tricate building
m a t e r i a l s u b s i d i a r i e s f r o m c u t- t h r o a t
competitions and to work on new marketing
modes, CECEP, through the financial platform
of CECEP Green Carbon (Beijing) Investment
and Development Co., Ltd., has conducted
in-depth cooperation with major domestic
proper ty developers on the integration of
financing and building material marketing.

Jan. 1st - Double glass solar
components rolled off the
assembly line

Jan. 6th - 16th
Outstanding
Engineering
Design Award of
Shaanxi

Jan. 1st - Second
Prize of Tianjin
Science and
Technology
Progress Award

Aug. 23 - The State
Environmental Protection
Engineering Center for
Industrial Contaminated
Site and Groundwater
Remediation was
approved
rd

Mar. 27th - 2013
review meeting
on outstanding
technical
achievements

Jan. 30th Conclusion of a
strategic
cooperation
framework
agreement with
HIT

May 21st - Present at
the 4th Cross-straits
Seminar on Climate
Changes

Sept. 12th Honored as a
“World-famous
Brand of Tianjin”

Sept. 29th - Conclusion
of a cooperation
agreement with the
State Key Laboratory of
Polymer Materials
Engineering

May 20th - Visit of
Taiwan delegation to
the Cross-straits
Seminar on Climate
Changes

Oct. 23rd - Present
at Industry 4.0
Seminar

Sept. 28 - The
technique of
magnesium sulfate
fertilizer production
via desulfurization
by-product passed the
appraisal

Aug. 28 th - Three
utility model patents
in wind power

Nov. 3rd - Third
Prize of 1st BIM
Application Design
Contest of Sichuan
Province

Nov. 1st - 2013
Award for
Outstanding
Consulting
Achievements of
Projects of
Chinese
Machinery
Industry

th

May 20th Technical Seminar
on Energy Storage
& Power

Nov. 1st - 17th
Award for
Outstanding
Engineering
Design of Shaanxi
and 15 th Award for
Outstanding Field
Reconnaissance

Sept. 29th Certification by
Beijing Enterprise
Technology Center

June - Release of
the

Apr. 12th - launching
ceremony of key
conservation
technology R&D and
demonstration project
for public sectors

Dec. 26 Honored as a
“Class II safety
standardization
appraisal
authority” by the
industrial and
trade industry of
Shaanxi
th

Oct. 14th - PID
certification for PV
components

Oct. 29th - “Water
Business Flagship
Enterprise in 2012”

Nov. 12th Inauguration of 1st
Workstation for
Academician and
Experts in Beijing

Nov. 8 th Convocation of a
review meeting on
CCPP-CDQ project
at the new plant of
Chongqing Iron &
Steel Group
December Examination
and acceptance
of a national
water project

Dec. 11th - Examination
and acceptance of the
project of “Product
Development and
Central Management
Platform Construction
for the Building Energy
Management
System”

Dec. 13th Release of the
Catalogue for
Promoting
National Key
Energy-saving
Technology (V)

Dec. 25 th Foundation of E3

Dec. 26th Launching
meeting of State
Environmental
Protection
Engineering
Center for
Industrial
Contaminated
Site and
Groundwater
Remediation

Dec. 27th - Six
technical
achievements
passed
province-level
appraisal

Dec. 29th Conclusion of a
strategic
cooperation
framework
agreement
with Xi'an
University of
Architecture
and Technology
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Normalization of Innovation
The efficiency and vitality of a company cannot be guaranteed without a well-structured institutional
framework. In 2013, CECEP worked out four technology management systems, namely the Interim
Administrative Measures for the (Specialized) Commission of Science and Technology, the Administrative
Measures for the Branches of CECEP Engineering Technology Institute, the Measures for the Evaluation
of Technical Innovation of Tier-two Subsidiaries, and the Administrative Measures for Science and
Technology Information. Based on operating realities, it revised five systems concerned issued in the
previous year and, in particular, optimized the fund use mode provided in the Administrative Measures for
Special Funds for Technical Innovation after repeated reviews.
In addition, CECEP drafted the Administrative Measures for Capacity- and Qualification-rich Enterprises,
the Interim Measures for Evaluating the Operating Performance of Tier-two Subsidiaries during the
Terms of Service, and the Interim Administrative Measures for Profit Allocation of Tier-two Subsidiaries .
It was cited by SASAC as “2013 outstanding entity in operating performance evaluation”. It prepared the
CECEP Research Report on the Benchmarking against Industrial Peers and Indicator Evaluation , treating
of the guiding opinions on benchmarking as well as the administrative measures for and basic procedure
of indicator evaluation. Pilot indicator evaluation will be carried out at subsidiaries where conditions
permit.

Wang Xiaokang (right) received a study group from the “sustainable development program for
Chinese enterprises in overseas markets”

White Papers on Business Promotion and Cooperation
In 2013, driven by the momentum of eco-civilization and low carbon economy, CECEP issued the white
papers (together with a research report) on business promotion and cooperation in answer to the
pressing need of local governments for comprehensive conservation services. The white papers will
contribute not only to the promotion of investment cooperation between the Group and local governments,
but also to the establishment of market-oriented interest-balancing mechanism and the developing of
core competence. CECEP elaborated on the research report and developed the ideology and methodology
for business cooperation at the bi-annual work meeting, and furthered relevant studies at later seminars.
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Platform
In 2013, CECEP insisted on cooperation and resource pooling, rode the waves of
markets, strived for the highest performance, and joined hands with partners for
shared growth, shared achievements, shared harmony and shared future.

Project-based Sharing Platforms
In 2013, CECEP conducted careful research on industrial planning and layout of national and local
governments, instructed subsidiaries in resource preemption, and scored initial success in targeted
markets of Fujian, Guangdong and Guangxi. To be specific, it fared well in the projects of a) Hazardous
Waste Disposal Center in Nanning City, Guangxi; b) river and pond governance in Gansu; c) land
reclamation and waste treatment in Namoa Island, Shantou City, Guangdong; d) Guiyu Industry Park
in Guangdong; e) waste treatment and heavy metal disposal in Pingxiang, Jiangxi; f) Mianyang Clean
Production Industry Park in Sichuan; g) Chengnan Sewage Treatment Plant in Suizhou City, Hubei;
and h) organic resource utilization in Xiajin County, Dezhou City, Shandong. Moreover, it strengthened
cooperation with China National Building Materials (Group) Corporation, CSR and other central
enterprises to the point of vertical-horizontal synergy.

Wang Xiaokang at the Sino-European Roundtable on Green Development Opportunities

Supply Chain Management
CECEP has given top priority to responsible procurement which requires the integration of CSR ideology
and requirements into the whole process of product and service procurement.

Wang Xiaokang met with Edmund Ho Hau-wah, Chief

In 2013, CECEP set in motion the unified system of authorized bid invitation, made full use of specialized
resources and extended services of strategic partners, deepened summary and analysis on monthly
reports, strengthened supplier information collection, kept an eye on bidding updates as well as
conducted specialized exchange. A total of 240 bids were organized by 37 legal entities of 15 tier-two
subsidiaries, paring down costs by 15.34%.

Executive of the Macau Special Administrative Region
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CECEP at Warsaw Climate Change Conference
On Nov. 18 th , CECEP sent a four th delegation to the UN Climate Change Conference and
participated in “Chinese event” high-end sidelines. During the interview with CCTV and Xinhua
News Agency, Zhang Chao, General Counsel of CECEP and Leader of the delegation, articulated
CECEP’s commitment to low carbon, circular economy. Zhang also addressed a sideline themed
“Low Carbon in China” held on the following day. On Nov. 20 th, at another sideline themed “Low
Carbon City Drives New Urban Living”, the delegation, as a company representative, shared
CECEP’s achievements and experience in energy-efficient construction and green building.

Li Wenke (middle) met with Cheong Siokei, Director General of Environmental Protection Bureau of Macao
Warsaw
Climate
Change
2013 Conference

Five-step Approach to Responsible Procurement

Durban
Doha Climate
Climate
Change
Change
2011 Conference 2012 Conference

Copenhagen
Climate
Change
2009 Conference

Interviewed at Warsaw Climate Change Conference

Green Case
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Supplier
selection

2
Supplier
legal risk
assessment

Final costs,
product quality
and safety,
supply readiness
and delivery
speed, IPR
protection,
working
condition,
environmental
approaches,
safety standards,
and human
rights policies

Compliance with
laws and regulations,
including the
Labor Law, the
Environmental Law
and international
legal instruments
concerned; the

Environmental
and social
behavior and
policies

5
Supplier
reputation
management

Collecting
information
on market
performance
of relevant
suppliers, and
disclosing it in
the annual report
or in other ways

labor organization
conventions; and the

Global Compact

Suppliers certified by the
“three systems”

According to SASAC’s objective that all central enterprises are to have ranked Level C or above
by 2015, CECEP has launched a questionnaire and field survey on procurement management, and
drafted the CECEP Proposal for Procurement Management System Construction and the Interim
Administrative Measures of CECEP for Procurement Management; it has initiated preliminary
investigation on the project management information system, and taken the pulse of the project
management information system online; it has also integrated procurement management and
project management into the Group’s overall digitalization plan. Based on relevant rules and
regulations, CECEP has set out a five-step approach to responsible procurement, ordered
compliance with industrial standards, SA8000 and ISO26000, urged suppliers to observe local
laws, and integrated CSR requirements into business decision making and daily operation for
effective prevention and control of environmental and social risks.
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Working on the Procurement Management System
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Promoting Supply Chain Cooperation and Assuming Partner
Responsibilities

Anti-corruption Meeting
CECEP has been fully engaged in anti-corruption education over the past year. During the first
collective talk on business integrity, it placed requirements on 56 cadres promoted or appointed
since 2012; 524 employees have made an integrity promise, and 342 delivered a report on their
work. It has developed and optimized the 2013-2015 Functional Plans for Discipline Inspection and
Supervision , the Implementation Measures of CECEP for Efficiency Supervision, and the Operating
Guidance on Efficiency Supervision Projects. It has paid due diligence inspection visits to four tiertwo subsidiaries and organized efficiency supervision on material procurement and equipment
management.

nd

On Mar. 22 , under the invitation of the Appraisal Center for Environment and Engineering of MEP,
CECEP L&T Environmental Technology Co., Ltd. attended the project launch meeting of “CSR in
Green Development in China”, and delivered a speech entitled “Putting CSR First and Building to
Last”. The meeting, sponsored by China Council for International Cooperation on Environment and
Development, featured many CSR-minded enterprises at home and abroad including China Three
Gorges Corporation, China International Engineering Consulting Corporation, IKEA and General
Motors, experts concerned from Beijing Normal University and Chinese Academy of Social
Sciences (CASS), and deputies from UNEP as well as French, German, Norwegian and Swedish
Embassies in China. The project, based on a systematic review of CSR commitment of different
types of companies in China as well as the proven experience of governments and enterprises
abroad, proposes strategic conceptions and policy suggestions on enhanced suppor t and
supervision in respect of CSR, on eco-civilization construction and on sustainable development.

Anti-corruption meeting

Integration of CSR
It is a shared vision to integrate CSR into the Group’s strategies, operation & management, to implement
CSR at every rung of the value creation ladder, and to define CSR as a prerequisite for business activities
for the sake of clean, low carbon industrial chain, value chain and supply chain.
CECEP’s Screening Model for CSR-related Topics

Business Integrity
In 2013, CECEP issued specific rules to ensure orderliness, predictability, credibility and rationality of
competitions and to combat monopoly, commercial bribery and other unfair competition practices. At
the annual work meeting, CECEP headquarters and subsidiaries executed the Letter of Responsibility on

Business Integrity.
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Importance to stakeholders

Wang Xiaokang (right) met with CNR Chairman Xi Guohua (left)

Employees

Environment
Economy

Innovation

CSR
management

Public good
Cooperation

seven aspects

Suppliers punished
for economic,
environmental or
social irregularities

0

Influence on CECEP’s sustainable development
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The Subcommittee of Human Resources and Environment
paid an inspection visit to a project assumed by
CECEP - China Ground Source Energy Limited

Conclusion of a strategic cooperation
agreement with Dezhou Municipal Government

Conclusion of a strategic cooperation framework
agreement with Tianshui Municipal Government, Gansu
Li Wenke met with Cheong Siokei, Director General
of Environmental Protection Bureau of Macao
Conclusion of strategic cooperation agreement with
the governments of Ganzhou and Pingxiang, Jiangxi

November

Visit by Han Bing, Executive Vice Mayor of Hefei City, Anhui;
Inspection visit by Pan Yue, Vice Minister of Environmental Protection

Visit by Pan Yue, Vice Minister of Environmental Protection

Visit by a delegation led by Wang Yongyao, Mayor of Shizuishan City

Visit by Huang Xiaowu, Mayor of Huaibei City, Anhui; Wang Xiaokang present
at the high-profile roundtable of “Sustainable Development of Chinese Enterprises
in Overseas Markets” under the invitation of UNDP

September

Wang Xiaokang met with Huang Xinchu, Party Chief of Chengdu City, Sichuan

Conclusion of a cooperation agreement with Shizuishan Municipal Government
Conclusion of a strategic cooperation framework
agreement with Jincheng Municipal Government, Shanxi

Visit by Zong Guoying, Vice Mayor of Tianjin City
Wang Xiaokang met with Naftali Bennet, Minister of the Economy of Israel
Conclusion of a strategic cooperation agreement with the government of Guangxi

July

Conclusion of a cooperation framework agreement with Shanxi Coking Coal Group

Visit by Shi Guoxiang, Mayor of Siping City, Jilin
Conclusion of a cooperation agreement with Fujian provincial government

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
Wang Tongzhou met with Steve McCann, CEO of Lend Lease

Wang Xiaokang met with Wang Ping, Chairman
of Chongqing Chemical & Pharmaceutical Holding (Group) Company
Visit by a US mayors’ delegation
Wang Xiaokang met with Francisco Sánchez, former Under Secretary
of Commerce for International Trade at the US Department of Commerce
Wang Xiaokang met with Guo Guangchang, Chairman of Fosun Group
Visit by a delegation led by Chen Wei, Party Chief of Pingliang City, Gansu
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February

Visit by a delegation led by Luan Qingwei, Mayor of Fushun City, Liaoning

April

Inspection visit by Li Yizhong, former Minister of Industry and Information Technology

Conclusion of a strategic agreement with Agricultural Bank of China

Conclusion of a strategic agreement with Fuzhou City, Fujian

Conclusion of a strategic agreement with Mianyang City, Sichuan

Wang Xiaokang met with John Studzinski,
Senior Managing Director and Global Head of Blackstone Group

June

Visit by Hovav Ref, Counselor (Commercial) of Israeli Embassy in China

Present at 2013 Green Development Investment & Trade Fair

Present at China Cross-Straits Technology and Projects Fair

Conclusion of a cooperation framework agreement with Shanxi Coking Coal Group

August

Conclusion of a strategic cooperation agreement with the government of Namoa Island

Visit by He Xiong, Party Chief of Jiyuan City, Henan

Wang Tongzhou met with Liu Xuerong, Party Chief of Huanggang City, Hubei

Wang Tongzhou met with Zhu Jianping, Director of Qinghai Economic Commission

October

Wang Xiaokang met with Zhu Zejun, Party Chief of Meizhou City, Guangdong

Wang Xiaokang met with Siegfried Russwurm,
Member of the Managing Board and CEO of Sector Industry of Siemens

Present at 2013 Sydney China Business Forum

Visit by Man Chunchong, Deputy Party Chief of Dezhou City, Shandong

Visit by Zhang Hongxing, Executive Vice Mayor of Nanchang City, Jiangxi

December
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Wang Xiaokang present at Sichuan-Central Enterprises Cooperation Seminar

May

January

Procurement

April

CECEP present at Sino-Israeli Economic and Trade Seminar

Product quality
and safety

March

Visit by Fu Zhenbang, Mayor of Suizhou City, Hubei
Wang Xiaokang met with Tan Zuojun,
Vice Governor of Liaoning Province
Visit by a delegation of Syd Energi, Denmark
Visit by Deng Benyuan, Party Chief of Sanming City, Fujian

Seeking Conservation-minded Suppliers

Visit by Peng Youdong, Party Chief of Shizuishan City, Ningxia
Wang Tongzhou met with Peng Jianwen,
Mayor of Heyuan City, Guangdong

March

Wang Tongzhou met with Wang Huadong,
Vice Mayor of Wuhu City, Anhui

IPR

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Industry Demonstration Site

Wang Xiaokang met with CNR Chairman Xi Guohua

Human rights,
labor and safety

February
January

Conclusion of a strategic agreement with
Xiangtan Municipal Government, Hunan

Conclusion of a strategic cooperation agreement
with Quanzhou Municipal Government, Fujian

Conclusion of a strategic agreement with
Dalian Municipal Government, Liaoning

Information
security

Renewable
resources

Commodities

Products

Wang Xiaokang met with Wu Xiaoqing,
Vice Minister of Environmental Protection

Laws and
regulations

Prioritizing outstanding
suppliers in CSR

Green
procurement

Prioritizing CSR in
business activities

CECEP’s
circular
industrial
mode

Wang Tongzhou delivered a keynote speech
at the 14th Annual Guanghua New Year Forum

CECEP’s Procurement Model
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Wang Xiaokang met with Zeng Wanming, Party Chief of Neijiang City, Sichuan

Green Case
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for the purpose of nipping pollution in the
bud. As a strong advocate of “recycling by the
producer”, it is also engaged in instructing
customers in the proper use of products for
the longest possible lifecycle.

In 2013, in order to raise public awareness of
environmental protection, CECEP opened to
the public certain experiencing halls, labs as
well as filtering, needling and hemming studios
after having them approved as low carbon
industry demonstration sites, so that visitors
could access the “inaccessible” workshops
and embrace the glitz and glamor of modern
industr y and advanced management. The
demonstration sites serve as a showcase not
only for CECEP’s achievements in conservation
and recycling, but also for reconciliation
of p r ote c t i o n a n d p r o d u c t i o n . B e s i d e s ,
CECEP is committed to developing a circular
industrial mode and establishing itself as an
environment-friendly enterprise. Aside from
polyester waste recycling and processing, it
is capable of fiber and fiber product recycling,
sor ting and processing, which technology
can make up for the shor tage of domestic
textile products, contribute to the sustainable
development of textile industry, and facilitate
China’s evolution from a textile-intensive to a
textile-prosperous nation. CECEP insists on
collecting scraped products from customers

dr ying and cut stems) and dye houses (red
dye).
In 2013, for the sake of high-end, premium
of fering, CECEP urged suppliers to
prov ide clean, low c ar bon produc t s and
s e r v i c e s . C EC E P ’s f il te r m ate r i a l s c a n
assist enterprises with ef fective removal
of industrial dust at a lower cost and with
higher environmental benefits than chimneys.
Through establishment of Technical Solution
Office, CECEP has provided customers with
ef fec ti ve propos al s for produc t use and
emission reduction. Its filter products have
found applications for the flue gas filtering
system of iron & steel smelters, ferro-alloy
plants, foundries, refractor y plants, power
plants, shipyards (gas cutting), petrochemical
plants (carbonates), cigarette mills (tobacco

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
12345

Footprints of CECEP’s
Cooperation and Exchange

CECEP’s Milestones of Cooperation
and Exchange in 2013
CECEP CSR Report

Platform

Compliance
In 2013, considering its burgeoning business and overall strength, CECEP implemented a legal risk
management system prioritizing prevention & control over post-accident remedies, recording zero major
legal dispute arising out of illegal operation.

[ Figures ]

100%

In 2013, CECEP developed or revised over 20 internal by-laws, and examined
10 0-odd investment & financing contr acts, ser vice agreements and
cooperation memos, involving a total amount of above RMB 4 billion and
more than 80 investment projects; the headquarters and major subsidiaries
recorded a contract review rate of 100%.

Green Case

Contract Management Platform
In 2 013, CECE P l aunche d a contr ac t
management platform for the betterment
of dynamic contr act management and
monitoring. The platform enabled systematic
examination of the headquarters’ investment
& financing contracts, ser vice agreements
and cooper ation memos, and provided
reference for the Group’s policy making and
management on a real-time basis via routine
analysis on basic data. Correspondingly,
CECEP specified responsibilities for ever y
rung of the contract management ladder
leading from drafting, signing, performance,
alteration and termination to record keeping,
while tier-two subsidiaries set up respective
contract management systems to ensure
lifecycle management and computerized legal
risk control, and file with the headquarters the
outcome of major contract review, signing and
performance on a regular basis.

Compliance Management
In 2013, CECEP established and optimized the
compliance management system in line with
its development status. In addition to laying
down institutions at the beginning of each

year and summarizing the same at the end
of the year, it strengthened management of
corresponding internal by-laws and processes
of various depar tments and entities,
and of fered guidance on and super vised
subsidiaries’ operation based on independent
legal opinions and specific verification reports
issued by legal authorities.

Compliance Training
In May, CECEP organized training on M&A
and governance of overseas listed companies,
legal practices concerning M&A in China,
and basic financial knowledge required for
legal personnel. As per new requirements
o f t h e G r o u p’s T h r e e -Ye a r L e g al Wo r k
Plan , it notified par ticipants of S A S AC’s
orders and instructions on legal affairs of
central enterprises during the training, and
organized a seminar for experience sharing
and suggestion solicitation. It was involved
in the training on General Counsel’s duty
performance held by SASAC, and organized
legal personnel from subsidiaries to partake
in a ser ies of themed tr aining sessions,
including a lecture on global IPR protection,
an international seminar at CASS on five-year
implementation of China’s Anti-Monopoly Law,
and a legal security forum.
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Reporting to Higher Authorities
In 2013, CECEP drafted nearly 30 reports and 20 speeches for the State Council, MEP, NDRC and
other ministries and commissions. According to the directives from the Department of Resource
Conservation and Environmental Protection of NDRC, it streamlined the Report on Revving up the

Application of Geothermal Energy Collection Technology to Standing Column Wells and Promoting
the Use of Shallow Geothermal Energy as an Alternative Energy for Building Heating, and

Record-high Credit Limit
In 2013, CECEP put a new premium on business integrity, one of its fundamental values, and was granted
an AAA credit rating and a general credit limit of over RMB 117 billion due to steady gains of conservation
projects invested by the Group over the past 20-odd years, sound asset management and friendly
cooperation with various banks. It issued short-term commercial papers and medium-term notes of RMB
8 billion, thus establishing a competitive financing platform.

submitted the same to the State Council, with written instructions made by Premier Li Keqiang.

Legal Literacy
On Sept. 17th, CECEP held the 1st legal literacy training session with four virtual meeting sites. The
scenario-based session found legal problems analyzed that came along with the development of
EMC project, and witnessed on-site consulting and discussions.

CECEP’s tax contributions
(unit: in RMB 100 million)

25
20

22.4

22.77

15.77

Wang Tongzhou (1st right), Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu (2nd right) and SASAC Deputy
Director General Huang Shuhe (2nd left) present at Sino-Israeli Economic and Trade Seminar
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RMB 80 Billion Credit Line
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9

CECEP (Tian Jin) Investment Group has been honored by the Administrative
Committee of Tianjin Port Free Trade Zone as one of the “Top 100 enterprises
in Tianjin Port Free Trade Zone and Tianjin Airport Economic Area” for nine
times in a row. Over the past nine years, it has registered a total business
turnover of RMB 50 billion, profits of RMB 991 million and tax contributions of
RMB 400 million, the last ranking high locally.

On Jun. 28th, CECEP and China Development Bank (CDB) executed a development-oriented financial
cooperation agreement. President Wang Xiaokang, General Manager Wang Tongzhou, General
Accountant Yang Jiayi, and Assistant General Manager An Yi of CECEP, as well as President Zheng
Zhijie, Planning Director Guo Mingshe and Chief Review Director Fan Haibin of CDB attended the
signing ceremony. Wang Tongzhou and Fan Haibin signed the agreement on behalf of the two sides.

AAAAA-rated Enterprise in Xi’an
China New Era International Engineering Corporation has been dubbed by Xi’an Urban and Rural
Construction Commission as an “enterprise with an AAAAA credit rating” for five consecutive years
since 2007.

AAA-rated Enterprise in Jiangxi
In 2013, CECEP LatticeLighting Co., Ltd. was revered by Jiangxi Province Bureau of Quality and
Technical Supervision as one of the 42 enterprises with “AAA quality credit rating” in Jiangxi.
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Employees
Green Campaign

Employees
Team Building

As a company and its employees are closely linked and interdependent,
the development of the company hinges on the growth and diligence of the
employees. In 2013, CECEP fostered healthy values among the staff, constantly
improved their capacity and work ethics, armed them with a strong sense of
responsibility and esprit de corps, and in turn spurred corporate development.

In 2013, CECEP organized a meeting on talent development, implemented a corresponding accountability
system, promoted market-oriented recruitment and appointment, and proposed a so-called “blue sky
plan”. It was committed to developing a featured training system, with nearly 1,000 employees involved in
22 training sessions at the headquarters. It kicked off an open recruitment for 158 posts at various levels
of the Group. It also strengthened labor cost control and income allocation management, conducted labor
efficiency benchmarking, and established the dynamic labor cost monitoring mechanism. Meanwhile,
various subsidiaries were proactively working on feasible and flexible talent recruitment mechanisms.
CECEP Dadi Environmental Remediation Co., Ltd. hired a world-class groundwater treatment expert as
Chief Scientist; CECEP L&T Environmental Technology Co., Ltd. jointly established a postgraduate training
station with noted domestic universities, integrating high-end talent introduction and cultivation; and
CECEP (Beijing) Industry Development Co., Ltd. launched a talent dispatch program with universities and
science institutes, revving up specialized talent development based on external intellectual resources.
Conveying concerns over business operation
Caring about employees’ vital interests
Showcasing charisma
Exchanging work-related ideas

CECEP’s Harmony Promotion Model
Personalized
services
Lending a helping hand to needy
employees
Caring for sick employees
Sending birthday wishes to employees

Respect
Employee
Leadership
Inclusiveness mailbox
care
Sharing
Gratitude

Leadership Reception Day
General Manager Reception Day
President Reception Day
Opinion solicitation meeting

CECEP’s labor contract
conclusion
100%

Free access
to the senior
management

Face-to-face
communications

CECEP’s collective labor
contract conclusion

99.8% 99.7% 99.8%

50%

40%

42.9%

45.4%

Sharing opinions on business operation
Sharing happiness
Appreciation of each other
Sharing life experience

Comparing notes with the senior
management
Expressing feelings about work

Trade Union members of
CECEP’s employees
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Complaints from CECEP’s
employees
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CECEP’s social insurance
coverage
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CECEP’s overtime compensation
(unit: in RMB 10,000)
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Family Month events
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CECEP’s female managers
18.37% 16.98%

17%

20

Employees

Employees among CECEP’s Committee
on Occupational Health and Safety
13.64%

15

14%

CECEP’s physical examination
and health record coverage
100

Strengthening CECEP by Relying on Talents
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Green Case

1

Building a Contingent of Down-to-earth Cadres

In 2013, CECEP successively appointed, reappointed or dismissed over 70 cadres after examination, and
recommended or assigned 57 directors and supervisors, bringing up a slew of widely recognized talents
outstanding in moral integrity and professional ability. The capacity as well as the age, knowledge and
disciplinary structure of the headquarters’ middle-level cadres and subsidiaries’ leadership was further
enhanced. CECEP organized different types of training for 200-odd cadres so that they could improve
their managerial expertise, get a clearer picture of market conditions, draw on proven experience, gain
proficiency in disciplinary skills, and be acquainted with legal practices.

2

Establishing the “Macro HR System”

In 2013, CECEP laid down strategic HR plans and approaches to strengthening the Group by relying
on talents, and specified targets of the “macro HR management system”. It revised the Administrative
Measures of CECEP for Cadre Appointment and Promotion and other institutions, unified and regulated
various processes and standards, and strived for broad-based management improvement to solve
practical problems. It also set up an HR performance evaluation system involving team building, income
allocation and performance assessment of tier-two subsidiaries for the sake of delicacy management and
standardized operation as planned.

Technical Talent Development Plans
In 2013, CECEP proactively implemented the “technical talent development plans” propounded at
2012 Technical Innovation Conference, and integrated the same into its technology development
target system. It clearly specified the definition and scope of the technical talents in question, and
introduced them to five major specialized business sectors. It also encouraged subsidiaries to be
engaged in 2013 National Innovative Talent Development Plans.

80
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3

Promoting the Ideology of Strengthening
CECEP by Relying on Talents

In 2013, with equal emphases placed on technology and talents, CECEP organized its first meeting
on talent development, specified the guiding principles, targets and requirements concerned, and
proposed to develop a corresponding accountability system. The headquarters signed the Description of
Responsibilities for Strengthening CECEP by Relying on Talents with 19 tier-two subsidiaries for the sake
of target decomposition and enhanced leadership awareness of talent development.
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Innovative Training
In 2013, CECEP took pains with the development of learning culture and the optimization of a unique staff
training system, in a bid to establish itself as a learning enterprise.

Li Wenke (front row, right) signed the Description of Responsibilities for Strengthening CECEP by
Relying on Talents with representatives of 19 subsidiaries

4

CECEP has brought into full play the exemplary and leading role of the central staff
communication platform, and vigorously promoted the ideology of mass-participation,
lifelong education.

Two
Focuses

Focused on leadership and execution, CECEP has encouraged employees to set good
examples and assisted them in fostering healthy values and pursuing excellence in
business skills.

Three
Premises

The learning enterprise campaign is premised on compliance with the guidelines of the
central government and SASAC, on scientific operation, restructuring & upgrading,
management enhancement and workstyle improvement, and on fulfillment of CECEP’s
strategic goals.

Four
Goals

CECEP is eyeing ideological development, smart organization, enhanced practical skills
and robust work environment.

Promoting Specialized Management via Capacity Building

In 2013, CECEP organized different types of business training for over 200 HR professionals, and held
three business exchange meetings for HR directors of tier-two subsidiaries. During the meetings, it
conducted in-depth analyses on the Group’s institutions, policies and requirements, talked over the
establishment of post-holding qualifications management system for HR professionals, endeavored
to promote modernized HR management, and further enhanced the expertise and professionalism of
personnel concerned.

5

Expanding Recruitment Channels

In 2013, CECEP proactively expanded its recruitment channels, forging partnership with headhunting
companies, specialized portals, recruitment networks, science institutes and key universities, with
emphases placed on leading talents, senior management talents and technical talents. It encouraged
and helped subsidiaries to rev up introduction and cultivation of core technical talents, and rendered to
those standing out in this field favorable policies in respect of salary cap, professional title evaluation and
cadre secondment to Beijing. It pumped muscle into high-end talent selection and recruitment, further
streamlined the structure of talent teams, and enhanced technical innovation capacity.

6

Developing a Featured Training System

In 2013, CECEP spared no effort to develop a unique training system with carefully designed functional
orientation, curriculum, lecturer base and operating mode. As to the curriculum, it managed to carry
out the “blue sky plan” with leadership development as the core, and established a four-rung talent
development ladder. Meanwhile, it assigned core members abroad for business training in a well-planned
and multi-stage manner, with a view to developing talents with a global mindset.
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One
Platform

CECEP

Five
Features

CECEP features flexible training via guest lectures and study tours, systematic training
based on internal and external resources, intensive training at the newly-established
center, inclusive training by means of modern information technology, and in-depth training
in cooperation with universities.

Green Case

BT/BOT
On Mar. 22nd, CECEP held the training on “BT/BOT investment and financing project management”,
featuring scenario-based expert reviews on major national policies and relative laws, crux of risk
control and considerations for lifecycle project implementation.
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Cohesion Activities
In 2013, CECEP convened the 2 nd staff meeting
for the promotion of eco-innovation and technical
innovation. It par ticipated in the “accounting
competition for central enterprises” and received
the Outstanding Award for Event Organization. It
implemented the Guiding Opinions on Facilitating

Eco-innovation and Technical Innovation of
Employees , and the Five-Year Plan for Building
Outstanding Teams . It held the 1st Employee

Spor ts Meeting for Subsidiaries in Beijing. It
organized billiards and calligraphy contests,
yoga courses, football and badminton matches as
well as other amateur sports activities. CECEP
headquarters reached out to seven grassroots
entities suffering from backward infrastructures,
including CECEP (Gansu) Wind-power
Corporation, CECEP (Alxa League) Solar Power

Green Case

Generation Co., Ltd. and CECEP (Qixia) Biomass
Power Co., Ltd., and in turn to frontline employees
via 20-odd talks to understand their needs and
offer considerate services. During the “May 4”
activities, the Group rewarded outstanding young
employees and grassroots units. It launched
outward bound activities for young employees,
the “Reaching out to Communities” campaign and
the Energy Conservation Publicity Week events.
It compiled the Manual of CECEP for Ideological
Instructions for Young Employees , and issued
the Opinions of CECEP on Young Employeesrelated Tasks . It also involved retired employees
in an observation tour with the theme of CECEP’s
achievement s, “ X iaguang Cup” Photogr aph
Show and the “Double Ninth Festival” eldercare
activities.

Revamping the Pay Structure
In 2013, CECEP carefully and proactively promoted the reform and optimization of its salary,
welfare and incentive systems, reconciling corporate development with personal gains and
increasing the income of frontline employees, those assuming key positions and those working
under tough conditions. Through the implementation of the Administrative Measures of CECEP for
Remunerations of Employees from the Headquarters , it optimized the incentive mechanism based
on Group-wide, position-specific performance assessment, revamped the salary structure in a
rational manner, and pegged merit pay to the performance of the Group, various departments and
individuals.

Optimizing the Fair Recruitment System
In 2013, CECEP respected human rights and opposed discrimination in any form. In terms
of staff training, salary allocation, promotion, dismissal and retirement, it adopted fair and
square policies regardless of race, social status, nationality, religion, disability, gender, political
background or age. It paid heed to the protection of part-time workers, ad hoc labors and
dispatched employees (two of the last were converted to regular), and further improved and
implemented the Administrative Measures for Maintenance of Secrecy and other internal by-laws.

Streamlining the Occupational Disease Prevention & Control System
In 2013, according to the Law on Prevention & Control of Occupational Diseases , the Interim
Provisions on the Supervision and Administration of Occupational Health at Work Sites and the

occupational health and safety management system, CECEP continued to offer psychological
counseling services and developed corresponding institutional frameworks for occupational
health management, processes & techniques, day-to-day record keeping, occupational health
surveillance files, occupational hazard treatment etc.

Preventing Sub-health

Calligraphy, painting and Photograph contests

[ Figures ]

2700
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In 2013, CECEP organized 2,700 recreational activities for the sake of work-life
balance and harmonious culture.

In 2013, CECEP implemented the policy of routine
work-break exercise and instructed employees
in backbone relax exercise and eye exercise, thus
effectively preventing sub-health. It arranged
for annual physical examination, ameliorated
office environment, covered employees with
personal accident insurance and connected them
to psychological counseling and lectures on a
regular basis. In pursuit of shared growth of the
Group and its employees, it encouraged acquisition
of professional titles and job qualifications.
A s a result, one employee acquired a senior
title, another a mid-level title, and others job
qualifications.

Developing Institutions to Ensure Mental Health
In 2013, CECEP managed to establish an effective
and healthy psychological counseling mechanism
and, by dint of mental health lectures, constantly
lifted employees’ well-being index for both work
and life.
Designing the Career Path
In 2013, the Group implemented the Administrative
Measures of CECEP for Positions of Employees
from the Headquarters , rationalized the position

management system, and launched a career path
conducive to talent development.
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Enriching Employees’ Cultural Life
CECEP has proactively optimized the multi-tiered employees’ congress system
and further aligned the powers of the congress to enterprise management so
as to adjust to the needs for management reform, promote mass participation
and safeguard employees’ rights and interests. In 2013, it continued to organize
reading activities and power walk and, at the end of H1, sent books to certain
employees with the aim of developing the corporate culture of self-regulated
learning.

CECEP’s employee turnover

CECEP’s employee satisfaction
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Emotion management training
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CECEP’s female employees
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Openness of Plant Affairs
In 2013, channels for effective communication, complaints and feedbacks were opened up through the
Leadership Reception Day, the President Reception Day, the General Manager Reception Day, as well as
seminars, special interviews and online activities. CECEP New Material Investment Co., Ltd. continued its
efforts in improving the democratic management system based on the employees’ congress, exercising
all functions and powers of the congress, and deepening the three-tier regulatory mechanism in all
subsidiaries and workshops to “make public plant affairs and realize democratic management”. To
encourage employees’ involvement in business administration, the company meritoriously implemented
and standardized the “employee director” and “employee supervisor” systems to make sure the company
operated in tune with employees’ requests and safeguarded their legitimate rights and interests. In light
of the Group’s realities and employees’ troubles, the “advice box” and “plant affairs column” were set up
to provide effective channels for employees to exercise their rights.

Green Case
Technical skills competition

“Productive Worker” Selection
In 2013, the Trade Union of CECEP (Tian Jin) Investment Group ran rounds of “productive worker”
selection among all employees. 11 workers were rewarded on May 1st, and 10 others before Oct.
1st. The workers were recognized for their arduous efforts in collecting loan payments of over
RMB 18 million; for their assistance to customers which produced annual profits of RMB 14
million for the company; for their multiple job holdings and willingness to undertake all tasks; for
their industriousness in new capacities which helped open up new business channels and create
RMB 340 million in sales income and RMB 5.1 million in profits for the company; or for their
methodical hard work that contributed to sustainable corporate development. Those outstanding
employees valued the importance of teamwork, made earnest devotion to the company and helped
finish the business targets and priorities of their respective divisions. Their proactive workstyle
and pragmatism inspired other colleagues to move up together towards the annual goals of the
company.

Green Case

1st CECEP Sports Meeting
To promote mental and physical health of employees, carry forward CECEP’s corporate culture
and stimulate cultural and ideological progress, the Trade Union of CECEP hosted the first sports
meeting for employees on the afternoon of May 17th in Beijing University Students Gymnasium.
Approximately 500 employees from the headquarters and subsidiaries in Beijing participated in
this event.

Mentorship Program
On the occasion of the 2013 Teachers’ Day, CECEP Construction Engineering Design Institute
Co., Ltd. held the 6th ceremony for 36 young employees to honor their mentors. The previous
five rounds of mentorship program brought out 127 pairs of mentors and apprentices, having
contributed greatly to young employee training and talent cultivation. Many young employees
have thrived and become technical and managerial mainstays. While the previous years focused
only on new graduates and technical staff, this year’s program further included operational and
managerial experts and some core young staff for the sake of enhanced learning, training and
team building.
CECEP Industry Development Co., Ltd. has implemented the “internal mentorship” program
since August 2012 and has achieved considerable progress. In 2013, pursuant to the Regulations
on Internal Mentor Management, the company carried out stage-by-stage examination and
assessment over mentors of all divisions. The summary meeting on “How to Train Talents” &
“internal mentorship” was held on Jan. 28 th to understand how this program had worked at
each stage, so as to popularize valuable experience and fine examples, discuss effective ways of
developing employees with great abilities and promote talent cultivation programs.
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Charity
Decades of opportunities and challenges have rendered CECEP an enterprise
dedicated to energy-saving and environment-friendly initiatives, and an enterprise
which keeps translating its gratitude, selfless love and kindness into concrete
charity actions.

Policies and Priorities for Public Welfare
In 2013, CECEP identified policies and priorities for its philanthropic and public welfare programs. The
moves included the establishment of a new donation mode; contribution of clothes to quake-hit Ya’an in
Sichuan as well as Fujian and Guangxi; donations of RMB 530,000 and RMB 500,000 to Songxian, Henan
and Fuchuan, Guangxi; and the successful organization of and presence in the 2nd China Charity Fair.
Felicitations were received from Fujian Provincial Committee for the Wellbeing of the Youth and Sichuan
Charity Federation.

Policies and Priorities for
Public Welfare

Gathering love
and care

Sudden and
serious natural
catastrophes

Major energysaving and
environmentprotection
initiatives

[ Figures ]

The ceremony of donating multi-media classrooms to

Major
communities in
which CECEP
operates

Three vital’s
and one major

Major Areas

3500

Serving the
community

CECEP New Era Health Industry (Group)
Co., Ltd. has set up Guozhen Foundation
w ith long-ter m ef for t s in building
schools for Project Hope. By the end of
2013, the company had contributed RMB
5.43 million in total and established
7 Guozhen Schools; another 8 were
under construction and one more was
in preparation. This would benefit over
3,500 students every year.

Supports to
major national
and social
affairs
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Dongtian Primary School in Fujian
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GuoMingYi Caring Team
“To us, it means recognition and encouragement. You’ve all done a fantastic job. Hope you can move still further and higher, making
this an instrument for party development, corporate culture building and CSR fulfillment, and earnestly launch charity campaigns
with experiences drawn from previous practices.”
— Wang Xiaokang

On May 17th, SASAC introduced CECEP’s “Guo Mingyi Caring Team” with the editor’s notes on the Bulletin
on Promoting Ideological Progress at Central Enterprises (2014 Issue No. 4). Wang Xiaokang made the
above comments.
Wang Tongzhou donated to quake-hit Ya’an, Sichuan

Green Case

Post-quake Rescue
CECEP lost no time in launching a contingency plan after the outbreak of the destructive
earthquake in Ya’an, Sichuan on Apr. 20 th. CECEP Sichuan Industrial Co., Ltd. assisted the local
government with the relief work and formed the first taskforce with talented experts specializing
in house safety appraisal and geological hazard evaluation and control.
Racing to the Scene

Under the leadership of CECEP party committee,
GuoMingYi Caring Team have forged a distinctive
br and of thems elve s thr ough l it tle ac t s of
kindness, and achieved great progress in party
development, corporate culture building and CSR
fulfillment. Keeping up the good work, the teams
have launched characteristic charity initiatives
and fulfilled social responsibilities in new forms
and with enriched contents. More campaigns for
public welfare have been carried out and new
achievements made for the teams to evolve into
an even stronger brand and for the Group to
enhance its soft strength.

Since the establishment of the teams in March
2012, all CECEP enterprises have applauded the
advanced deeds and lofty minds of Guo Mingyi.
Donations and many other activities have been
organized to help people in need and contribute
to the society. Remarkable progress has been
witnessed in building a noted brand of the team,
uplifting the Group’s soft power and turning
CECEP into a world-class green enterprise.

At 14:00, Apr. 21st, the first batch of experts led by CECEP Sichuan Industrial Co., Ltd. were sent on
23 cars to Lushan, Baoxing, Mingshan and other severely afflicted areas for house safety appraisal
and examination. In the following five days, the taskforce followed the instructions of Sichuan
Provincial Government and reported examination findings twice a day to pertinent authorities for
them to determine the quantity of mobile houses needed and to send some locals back to their
houses which showed no safety risks. The work also prepared the data for government subsidies
and post-disaster reconstruction.
Rushing out Reflective Clothes
To facilitate nighttime operation and display clear safety warnings, CECEP Trailblazer Technology
worked overtime and ran up 500 reflective uniforms for emergency rescue. The company also
donated bottled water, instant noodles, biscuits and other relief supplies to the disaster-hit areas
via the Department of Civil Affairs of Sichuan Province and the Red Cross, as a token of loving
cares for the afflicted people.
Going Right through into Severely Afflicted Areas
On Apr. 23rd, the third batch of experts was sent right into the most severely afflicted villages
and towns in Baoxing for a five-day house safety check, so as to provide references for victim
resettlement and post-disaster reconstruction. The first and second batches of professionals from
CECEP Sichuan Industrial Co., Ltd. arrived at Mingshan County of Ya’an on Apr. 21st and Qionglai
of Chengdu on Apr. 22nd, respectively, to carry out related evaluation and examination work in joint
force with the local governments. The first taskforce checked over 200 schools and hospitals, with
an area of over 100,000 m2.
GuoMingYi Caring Team’s activities
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2013

Footprints of CECEP’s
Public Welfare Activities in 2013

Han Tian, Deputy Director General of SASAC Publicity Division, examined the activities of
CECEP’s GuoMingYi Caring Team

GuoMingYi Caring Team
Extensive coverage: All CECEP subsidiaries have launched “GuoMingYi Caring Team” campaigns.
Love is sent out wherever CECEP operates and CECEP employees go. A full coverage has been
realized.

Clear message: Non-profit campaigns launched by CECEP’s GuoMingYi Caring Team are based
mainly around donations. However, the team has offered emergency assistance, care, financial aids
to students and schools, and voluntary services for people’s convenience and benefit. With a rich
connotation and a clear message, other activities have been organized in diverse forms as well, so as
to facilitate the development of Tibet and Xinjiang, alleviate poverty and support the army. All CECEP
companies have carried out collective, regular and provisional donations to offer constant loving
care.

Brand building: In 2013, People’s Daily , Xinhua News Agency, CCTV, The Economic Daily and other
domestic mainstream media gave publicity to CECEP’s GuoMingYi Caring Team, so as to lodge their
activities in the public mind and further increase their brand influence. The extensive media coverage
has also helped enrich the brand connotation and strengthen the soft power of CECEP. Meanwhile,
the gradual launch of the “Love-gathering Initiative”, “Spring Rain Initiative”, “One-day Donation” and
other programs for public welfare has further refined the brand of GuoMingYi Caring Team.

Long-term operation: Since the birth of the team, all CECEP subsidiaries have carried out regular
and long-term outreach activities which have been stricken deep into CECEP culture. In CECEP, we
pass, gather and maintain our loving care for others. Offering mutual help and spreading love have
become a spiritual pursuit of all employees and a powerhouse for the Group to thrive.
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Green Case
Contributing to Society through Little Acts of Kindness
Subsidizing the family of a sick girl: Since 2011, CECEP Industry Development Co., Ltd. has
organized regular activities to show kindness to grass-roots communities. During one of those
activities, we heard the story about Xu Yuwen, a girl from Zhejiang who died of brain gliomas at the
age of 17 on Jun. 11th, 2012. In her last few days, her mother made a resolute decision to donate the
daughter’s heart, liver, kidney and corneas. The kindness affected the whole nation, as we saw a
weak girl hanging on to life, a student yearning for school and a family offering love to society. Led
by the leadership, employees donated voluntarily to the family. By now, the company has helped the
family for two straight years and will continue to support them in the days to come. To further spread
love, we have introduced the kindness of this family to the greater public, paid close attention to their
life and endeavored to help them out of difficulties.
With unchanged love and wish, employees have contributed spontaneously for many years to Wang
Bolun, a kid with leukaemia, to Lai Chuanliang with physical handicap, to Xu Xiangfa, an elderly man
in poverty and to other people in need, helping them build confidence and courage in life. We spread
love and care wherever we operate. In 2013, CECEP Guohao Bio-Environmental Protection Co., Ltd.
visited over 50 orphans and disabled or abandoned kids in Yixing Welfare Center; CECEP (Jiaxing)
Environmental Protection Technology Development Co., Ltd. sent party members to visit Zhang Daoli
and his poverty-stricken family; CECEP (Jiangyin) Low Carbon Economy & Technology Development
Co., Ltd. extended regards to two poor households in Yumen Village, Shengang Town; CECEP
(Hangzhou) Industry Development Co., Ltd. showed great concerns to needy employees working in
Hangzhou Energy and Environment Industrial Park and one strapped family in local community.
Exerting stimulating influence: For many successive years, the company has engaged in donations
in Hangzhou Hi-tech Zone and has contributed RMB 100,000 to Binjiang Charity Federation on a
yearly basis to help vulnerable groups. Voluntary blood donations have also been organized at least
twice a year, calling on altogether 238 employees to donate 58,570 ml of blood to help people in need
in two years’ time.

Annual donation
of RMB

100,000

to Binjiang Charity
Federation, Hangzhou
A total of

238

employees donated
blood in the past two
years
A total of

58,570
ml of blood

Gratuitous blood donation
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Green Case
“1+X” support: CECEP keeps helping the impoverished elderly in remote mountainous areas
and communities by offering the “1+X” supports. Through in-depth communication, it understands
their living conditions and puts in daily necessities for them to ensure happy twilight years. For two
straight years, it has supported within its ultimate capacity six such households in Zhengjia Village,
Chun’an County, Zhejiang, both emotionally and financially. The love has also been extended to
Qiushi Community of Zhejiang University, where over 200 old people finally saw an activity room of
their own equipped with electric fans, fluorescent lamps, tables and chairs. As part of the “Learning
from Lei Feng” campaign, some employees headed to the nursing houses, offering voluntary service
to the widowed and heirless elderly as a token of love and care.

Fulfilling Responsibilities for Harmonious Community
The year 2013 saw CECEP’s vigorous
effor ts in fulfilling responsibilities to
build harmonious local communities.
The Group attached great impor tance
to ser ving the communities where
major businesses were located in, and
maintained close r appor ts with local
residents. The construction and operation
of key projects also involved suppor ts
for local people and input in community
development; CECEP tried every possible
means to help the locals and communities
out of any difficulty.
Donations to poverty-stricken students

Visits to nursing homes
A loving group: “Help comes from everywhere when disasters strike”. In
2012, upon hearing the serious illness of a family member to an employee,
all colleges jumped into action and donated RMB 101,000 in just two days
at the call of the Trade Union. Blood donations were also organized to
ensure blood and platelet supply for the patient. Through every possible
effort, the company helped the employee tide over the difficulty.

all colleges jumped
into action and
donated RMB

101,000

To increase employees’ cohesion and attachment to the company, informal discussions have been
conducted with expatriates, and cares and helps offered to their families on a regular basis. In
addition, the company pays visits to hospitals if any employee is hospitalized. Since 2011, some 700
employees have contributed over RMB 300,000 to over 300 households, students and employees in
poverty and hardship.
Donation of books and multi-media classrooms to Dongtian Primary School, Fujian

[ Figures ]
CECEP’s
support for
Tibet and
Xinjiang

RMB

3.15

billion

investments in
solar and wind
energy
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113
projects

RMB

2billion

investment in
projects undertaken
by CECEP

Serving Communities

8
projects
undertaken
by CECEP

200,000

In 2009, CECEP Guangxi Hazardous Waste Disposal Center invested RMB
200,000 into a 600-meter hardened cement road in Jiangping Village,
Hengxian County, Guangxi. The road solved local traffic problem, benefited
2,000 villagers from surrounding areas, and uplifted production efficiency of
local farmers.
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91,000

Another RMB 91,000 was contributed to Jiangping Village for building an
electric pumping plant to solve irrigation difficulties. This project solved the
irrigation problem for 800 farmers of Jiangping Village, and guaranteed water
supply for 5,000 mu farmlands of Liangqi Community.

160,000

In addition, the Center input RMB 160,000 to build a village committee office
building in Jiangping Village, which has remarkably improved government
facilities and offered convenience for learning and entertainment of locals.

6,000

To answer to the call of the governments of Nanning and Guangxi in building
cleaning villages, the Center put up RMB 6,000 and added two refuse
incinerators in Jiangping Village. An 11km-long and 3m-wide hardened
cement road running from Lidong Community through to Nachuan Village,
Namao Community in Liujing Town was constructed under the financial
contribution of RMB 5,431,386 from the Center. The road facilitated the travel
of around 15,000 people from 14 villages in Lidong, Namao and Tingcha
communities and improved agricultural production.

1.8

million

To solve the problem of drinking water and agricultural irrigation for 3,000
people in Nachuan Village and Tingcha community, the Center drilled three
wells and built up water pump houses with an investment of RMB 1.8 million
in 2013. To guarantee the drinking water safety of Nachuan Village, the Center
drilled drinking-water wells and pools and set electric poles and wires in
place for pumping needs. Recreational and sports amenities were upgraded in
Nachuan. The Shantang Dam was reconstructed by the Center in 2011 to solve
the irrigation difficulties and avert the risks of dam failure to safeguard 800
villagers.

100,000

With the financial support of RMB 100,000 from the Center, Nachuan Village
built an illuminated basketball court in a local primary school as a place
of sports activities for students. It also enriched recreational and sports
activities for local villagers.

320,000

To solve transpor tation issues in agricultural and livestock breeding
production, the Center invested RMB 320,000 to build three sandstone roads,
reaching 2,200 meters in total, in three different agricultural production
zones of Nachuan Village. As people now walk more freely in the fields, local
farmers have seen uplifted production efficiency and a better chance of
achieving prosperity.

300,000

100

CECEP

To present a fresh picture of Nachuan Village and help remote locals enjoy
convenient outgoing, the Center invested RMB 300,000 to build a 700m cement
road in the Village to benefit communication and agricultural production.

Charity

Present at the 2nd China Charity Fair

RMB 500,000 donation to Songxian
County for poverty alleviation

Saving Thousands of Chinese Compatriots and Conducting Public Diplomacy
In 2013, many Chinese gold miners were robbed and deported in Ghana, which drew considerable
attention from the international community. Supported by CECEP China Geo-Engineering Corporation
Ghana Division, the Chinese Embassy in Ghana helped thousands of Chinese compatriots out of danger
and difficulty. Among the ten-odd central enterprises, China Geo-Engineering Corporation was the only
one that engaged in this move and was highly recognized by the Embassy in the form of a bread-andbutter letter. Public diplomacy was carried out by the Division of East-Central Africa, which received the
letter of thanks from the Chinese Embassy in Rwanda for the successive holding of “Chinese New Year”
events. Glories were also gained by the Division of North Africa when its manager Hou Hui was conferred
the “Award of Contribution to Sino-Algeria Friendship” by the Chinese Embassy in Algeria.

Rewarding Best Advertising Slogans during the Energy Conservation
Publicity Week
On Jun. 21st, CECEP held a video conference for the first Energy Conservation Publicity Week and green
slogan election. The best 30 slogans on energy saving and environment protection were commended, and
works winning the first prize were interpreted for better reading at the conference. The green mindset of
CECEP gained publicity and recognition through the Energy Conservation Publicity Week.
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Green Case
PKU and CBS Paid a Visit
On Aug. 14 th , led by the faculty members of
Copenhagen University of Technology, top
students from the Peking Universit y and
Copenhagen Business School visited CECEP
L&T Environmental Technology to understand
the background and trend of the environmental
protection industry as well as the business
p e r fo r m an ce of th e co mp an y. In - d e pth
exchanges on environmental monitoring and
circular economy were found between relevant
staff and visitors.

This visit was part of the “Beijing-Copenhagen
Urban Challenge: the Process of Urbanization
for Sustainable Development” academic
exchange program. The program aimed at
building up a Sino-European sustainable
development platform to facilitate crossdisciplinary and cross-cultural communication
on material sustainability issues of global
importance by outstanding students in related
areas.

Earth Hour initiative

Green Office
CECEP has seen considerable progress in green office and reduced paper use in the workplace. Our
measures include video conference, double-sided printing and recycled paper; reducing the frequency,
arrangements and retinue size of business trips; turning off power during lunch break; setting air
conditioners to no lower than 26oC in summer; switching off air conditioners half an hour earlier before
leaving the office; encouraging commuting by public transport or bicycles; supplying water and other
necessities in a centralized manner in the offices; and carrying out sorted and scientific treatment of
office wastes. In 2013, we revamped the OA system to fully realize e-messaging, and deployed in all
offices energy-saving lamps which were turned off immediately whenever unwanted.

CECEP Green Office Performance
CECEP has scaled down

The first summer internship activity for university students in Hong Kong
Active Presence in Public-Welfare Organizations
In 2013, CECEP New Era Health Industr y
Co., Ltd. became the Group’s first subsidiary
that obtained membership of WWF Business
Alliance for Sustainability. The membership
entitles the company to use the logo of China
Business Alliance for Sustainability (including
the panda logo) in its website, company profile
and CSR repor ts. The strong presence of
W WF in environmental protection stands a
power ful endorsement for the company’s
green mindset, and helps uplift the company’s
CSR capacities.
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Availing itself of this great opportunity, the company
answered enthusiastically to the WWF Earth Hour
initiative, and called for “One-Hour Lights off” among
all staff, domestic franchisers and salespersons.
Considering the actual condition of the company, the
“Green Office” campaign was carried out during the
week of Earth Hour initiative to recycle and reuse
old books and magazines. Altogether 9,835 books
were donated by the employees. This campaign
was an outstanding example of practicing strict
conservation and actively fulfilling CSR, and was
a powerful promotion of the company’s image on
corporate citizenship.

125
349

meetings and

documents,
and removed 11
evaluation and
awarding programs

CECEP has saved

11.25

RMB
million in car
purchase and use,
overseas travelling
and meeting
hosting

CECEP’s total energy consumption
change compared to last year
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Efficiency audit
has helped China
New Era (Group)
Corporation
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CECEP China
Geo-Engineering
Corporation has
refined 11 institutional
systems and 15
work procedures on
material procurement
management

CECEP’s total energy consumption per
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Practice
Harmonious enterprises with a strong sense of CSR are of indispensable
significances to a harmonious society. Under the well-established governance
framework, CECEP harbors enormous potentials and promising prospects.
CECEP is a charming brand and a considerably competitive and accountable
entity. In 2013, based on a CSR-minded corporate culture, it strived to lay a
solid CSR foundation and further clarified the CSR orientation, vision, values,
functions, approaches, strategies and modes. CECEP CSR System 1.0 started to
take shape, with the CECEP Functional Plans for CSR-related Tasks (2013-2015)
issued.

CSR Management
The deepening momentum of globalization has brought forth a world-wide consensus on CSR, which
rams home the need for all enterprises to constantly improve their accountability and due diligence.
An enterprise that makes good on CSRs may see chances of corporate transformation, upgraded
management and accelerated innovation; chances of scientific, harmonious and healthy development; and
chances of core competitiveness elevation. The fulfillment of CSRs may translate into uplifts in integrity,
visibility and reputation, in cohesion, attractiveness and creativity, and in economic and social benefits,
market competiveness and brand image. In 2013, CECEP included CSR capacity building as part of its
strategic goal to grow better and stronger on the escalator to the world’s Top 500. Efforts were made for
accurate positioning, planning and implementation in a move to lay a solid CSR foundation and propel
scientific CECEP development.

CSR orientation People-oriented, Practice-first,
Scientific Development
CSR vision

Launching Green Campaigns,
CSR values
Making Ecological Progress, Serving
Employees and the Public

A
“stabilizer”
that keeps an
enterprise
afloat
A
“thruster”
that boosts
development

CSR culture

CSR
Functions

A
“regulator”
that promotes
harmony

Going Green, Investing Green
Pursuing Green Development
through CSRs

Setting up
standards and
systems in
reference to
related criteria

Improving CSR
system based
on systematic
thinking
A
“pacemaker”
that builds
the corporate
culture

An
“audi-phone”
that strengthens
information
exchange

CSR
Approaches
Promoting
scientific
development
through
performance
improvements

Realizing common
development and
sharing achievements
among stakeholders
for harmony and
mutual benefits

CSR Strategies

CECEP starts with the establishment and improvement of CSR reporting system and
indicator system, taking CSR approaches to constantly strengthen CSR foundations,
bring CSR functions into full play and promote scientific development of the Group.

CSR Planning

Nurturing characteristic and outstanding CSR taskforce in three to four years to play
a vital part in strategy making and CECEP operation and management; developing
CECEP CSR indicator system as a measurement of sustainabilit y, happiness
and harmony; endeavoring to build the CSR system into a lighthouse for healthy,
scientific and sustainable development of the Group as well as a yardstick to evaluate
subordinate companies, so as to provide references for scientific decisions and
strategies and promote scientific performance evaluation.

Water supply project in East Algeria
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Practice

CECEP CSR Report Preparation Group

Divisional CSR Contacts
of the Headquarters

Collaborative
Teams

CSR Contacts of
Subsidiaries

Core Teams

CSR Steering
Committee

2012 CECEP CSR Report News Briefing
On Jun 17th, CECEP issued its third CSR report, which saw massive coverage by over 50 media present at
the news briefing in 500 reports. Interspersed with texts and pictures and supported by mass data and
cases, the report disclosed CECEP’s CSR performance to the public in great details. Considering the
huge improvements on major indicators over the 2012 issue, this report was well received and helped
CECEP build its brand image and gain recognitions.

Put forth
requirements
and
objectives

Stage Two
Stage Three

CECEP

Stage One

Indicator System

CSR Undertakings

Reporting System

CECEP reported three CSR cases to SASAC in 2012 and 2013,
respectively. The cases of CECEP (Suqian) Biomass Power
Generation Co., Ltd. and COSTIN New Materials Group Limited
outran some other 100 cases and were included in relevant
publications.
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CECEP CSR Report Preparation Group

CSR Steering
Committee

Green Case

CSR Experts
and Related
Parties

Stakeholders

Butterfly Model:
One Body + Two Wings

CSR Mode

Division of
Party-Masses
Relationship

Review and
finalizing

Division of
Party-Masses
Relationship

CSR Experts
and Related
Parties

Functional
Divisions

Subsidiaries

Framework
development
Material
collection

Suggesting
methods and
framework

Offering
information

Offering
materials

Transcript
writing

First draft
checkup

Additional
information
and photos

Additional
information
and photos

Text review
Report design

Issuing
design
Offering
advice

Content
review

Content
review
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Distinctive CSR Capacity Building at the Grassroots

Factors on CECEP CSR-related Topic Identification
Information Type
Strategic Priorities

Information Sources
Objectives, strategies and policies on business operation
Internal risk analysis and financial reports
International CSR reporting standards such as GRI Guidelines and ISO26000

Policy or Standard
Analysis

Government policies on CSR reporting, such as SASAC’s Outlines for the Implementation of
the Harmonious Development Strategies by Central Enterprises (2011-2015)
CSR reporting standards published by other organizations, such as CASS-CSR 2.0

The year 2013 marked great efforts of CECEP in understanding and guiding the operations of its
subsidiaries. To be specific, China New Era (Group) Corporation, China Geo-Engineering Corporation,
Wind Power Corporation, Solar Energy Technology, L&T Environmental Technology, Chong Qing Industry,
Zhe Jiang Industry, New Era Health Industry (Group), COSTIN New Materials Group Limited and Billion
Industrial Holdings saw preliminary yet distinctive progresses in CSR implementation; some issued CSR
reports. New Era Health Industry (Group) established the CSR indicator system, and COSTIN continued
with Intertek “carbon footprint” and Green Leaf Mark certification.

Stakeholder survey

Green Case

Stakeholder dialogues and roundtables

Interest
Correlation
Analysis

Themed stakeholder dialogues

Improving CSR Performance through Innovative Management

Stakeholder feedbacks
Communications with industrial associations

CECEP New Era Health Industry (Group) Co., Ltd. has further uplifted its CSR competence and
performance with the aim of maximizing the integrated financial, social and environmental value and
leading by example in law-abiding operation, faith keeping, energy conservation and environmental
protection. For the sake of sound development, the company has taken a people-oriented approach
and set up systems, institutions and standards to embed CSR into business strategies and routine
operation.

National policies and media foci

Macro Analysis

Public opinion survey and research reports published by colleges and institutions

CECEP Material CSR Topic Determination Model

High

Addressing climate changes

Employees’ Health and Safety

Supplier policies and requirements
Network stability
and security
Sustainable development strategy
Product safety

Stakeholder communication and response
Supplier localization and
diversification

Respect for property rights
Green products
Diversity

Level of Attention

Benefiting society
Ecological protection
Staff remuneration
and benefits

Circular economy

Protecting consumers’
rights and interests
Resource recycling

Supply chain capacity building

Compliance
Promoting sustainable community development
Pollution prevention
Employee training and
Sustainable
development
management system
Corporate governance
Employee
communication and
Standard formulation and development engagement

Creating opportunities
through education and
training

Public policies
Other environmental factors

Low
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Significance

CECEP

Mindset: Based on a CSR-minded corporate
culture, the company has ensured all-staff
involvement and made progress in integrating
the whole industrial chain. The company
has also identified the principle of “strategic
or ient ation, cultur al integr ation, br and
construction and effective collaboration” for
CSR management.
Benchmar king: Alignments have been
carried out to Infinitus, Amway and other
outstanding peers to understand the strength
and weakness of the company in CSR.
Research: Based on the research findings
of Amway, New Era Health Industry (Group)
Co., Ltd.: CSR of the Whole Industrial Chain ,
prepared through joint force with CASS CSR
Research Center, presents a panoramic view
of special cases, and has been included in the
Series of Management Innovation in China and
CASS MBA teaching materials. In April 2013,
the leaders of the company were invited to
explain the cases to CASS MBA students.
Reporting: The year 2013 saw the second
issue of CSR report by the company. Supported
by substantial texts, figures, tables, data and
pictures, the report explained in 96 pages
and over 30,000 words the connotation and
consciousness of social responsibilities
as well as the company’s per formance of

responsibilities in financial, environmental
and social dimensions. Improvements over the
first issue included a refined CSR system, new
CSR management and practice framework
and a clearer and more inclusive rendering
of CSR issues through adjusted structures
and added chapters. Tables, figures and data
were highlighted to disclose the repor t in
greater depth and make it more readable.
The “Responsibility and Dream” CSR report
l aunch event held on July 18 inv ited all
stakeholders, offering them an access to and
asking for a monitoring over the company’s
CSR performance. The report was prepared in
accordance with GRI Guidelines to the highest A
level, making CECEP New Era Health Industry
(Group) the first company in the direct selling
industry to be granted this honor. Ms. Chen
Ying, former member of the UN Global Compact
Board, spoke very highly of this reader-friendly
report which saw definite logics, distinctive
industrial features and vivid forms. In addition,
the feature “State-owned enterprises should
assume social responsibilities in the era of
direct selling” run by CNS China Newsweek
as a special interview of General Manager Mr.
Huang Yonggang helped the company promote
its CSR transparency, uplift brand image,
increase influences, grow visibility and win
reputation.

High
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Green Case
Targets setting: Built around Triple Bottom Line theory and CASS-CSR 2.0 in reference to ISO26000
and GRI Sustainability Reporting Guidelines, the CSR Indicator System reflects the law of the
industry and the characteristics of the company. The System improves itself by incorporating six
management indicators which look into CSR strategies, governance, integration, performance,
communication and competence; and 63 practice indicators on shareholders, direct-salesperson,
product & service, partners, government, employees, community development, environmental
control, environmental per formance, energy conser vation and green and public welfare
undertakings to measure marketplace, social and environmental responsibilities. Six CSR issues
have been identified for building a strong domestic company, contributing to human health,
cultivating outstanding employees, driving industrial development, advocating green initiatives and
establishing a harmonious homeland. CSR management is now embedded into routine operation.
While the CSR Steering Committee leads and makes decisions for CSR management, the Enterprise
Development Department gives a clearer definition and assigns specific personnel for CSR
management functions.

Green Case
CECEP won GoldenBee CSR Report Award
A r ound the theme that “r e sp on sible
communication creates value”, the Six th
International Conference on CSR Reporting in
China & 2013 GoldenBee CSR Reports Honor
Roll Awards Ceremony was held on Dec. 3rd
by China WTO Tribune under the Ministry of
Commerce. The 2012 CECEP Sustainability
Report stood out above other 1,524 competitors
from the Mainland and garnered the
“GoldenBee 2013 Outstanding CSR Repor t
- Leading Enterprise Award”. In vir tue of
innovative structures, the Report was included
as a typical example into GoldenBee Research

on Corporate Social Responsibility Reporting in

China 2013 . This was the first time for CECEP

to be shortlisted for GoldenBee award and was
the highest honor CECEP CSR reports had
ever won. The 2012 Report expounded CECEP’s
CSR mindset, practices and achievements
from seven aspects. This election has been
organized since 2009 to analyze and assess
CSR reports from six dimensions of structural
integrity, report creditability, report readability,
performance comparability, report originality
and content substantiality. As one of the most
extensive and rigorous CSR report evaluation
activities in China, the election is reputed to be
“the Noble Prize in the area of CSR”.

CSR Performance
Regulating CSR Performance with Indicator
System
After extensive research on internal and external
experiences, CECEP CSR Indicator System 1.0,
which includes 150 indicators in six dimensions,
has come into being to align with national and
international counterparts. To embody CECEP’s
f e a t u r e s , t h e S y s te m a l s o f u n c t i o n s a s a
measurement of sustainability, happiness and
harmony.
Encouraging Duty Performance, Diligence and
Innovation with Outstanding CSR Practices
Since 2011, CECEP has conducted annual reports to
SASAC about the most outstanding and innovative
The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology
expressed sincere thanks to CECEP for its efforts in making
ecological progresses and supporting the Department
of Energy Conservation and Resources Utilization in
2013. The Ministry also looked forward to strengthening
partnership with CECEP for sustained energy saving and
emission reduction of industrial enterprises.

NDRC sent a letter of thanks to CECEP for the
vigorous supports it showed to the Office of Energy
Saving, Depar tment of Resource Conser vation
and Environmental Protection in 2012. Fur ther
collaboration with CECEP was expected in the
future to promote greater progress in energy
conservation and emission reduction in China.
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CSR practices of the Group, including “BiomassFired Power Generation Brings Benefits” of CECEP
(Suqian) Biomass Power Generation Co., Ltd. and
“Promoting Green Development and Building 360°
Eco Industrial Park” of COSTIN New Materials
Group Limited. The article “Biomass-Fired Power
Generation Brings Benefits” was further included
in 2009-2011 Best CSR Practices of Central
Enterprises which has been in public circulation.
Meanwhile, the Group has uplifted its management
competence and set up typical CSR examples; the
CSR management practices of three subsidiaries
have been incorporated into CECEP Collection

of Theses on Outstanding Management Uplifting
Practices.

SASAC extended sincere thanks to CECEP for its
support and assistance in energy conservation and
emission reduction of central enterprises. Further
collaboration with CECEP was expected in the
future to promote greater progress in the said field
of central enterprises and the whole society.

SASAC Bureau of Comprehensive Affairs sent a letter
of thanks to CECEP Consulting Co., Ltd. for its focus
on the priorities of the Bureau in energy conservation
and emission reduction in 2013, and looked forward to
strengthening partnership with the Group and CECEP
Consulting Co., Ltd. for greater progress in energy
conservation and emission reduction.

GoldenBee 2013 Outstanding Report - Leading Enterprise Award

Green Case
Building Corporate Image through Publicity
As the grid connection of the municipal solid waste (MSW) incineration power generation project
approached in sight and Oriental Today ushered in its 9th anniversary, CECEP Kaifeng Renewable
Energy Co., Ltd. gave a tremendous buildup to the Group and Kaifeng waste-to-energy project on
Aug. 29th with the support of the media. The company also publicized its image, earnestly fulfilled
CSRs, advocated the green mindset of the Group, and promoted local eco-development. In addition,
the exemplary waste-to-power project was demonstrated by introducing the sound corporate image
and low-carbon and energy-saving culture of CECEP and China National Environmental Protection
Corp.
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Research and Communication for Better CSR Performance
In 2013, the active involvement of CECEP in CSR researches and communications included the fourth
participation of the Group in the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change; presence of Wang Xiaokang
in the National Energy Conservation Publicity Week, the Green Business Roundtable Between China and
the EU and other events; and successive attendance of Wang Tongzhou at PKU Guanghua New Year Forum
and China-Arab National Economic and Trade Forum. Relevant CECEP leaders also engaged in events
organized by CASS, China WTO Tribune , Beijing RongZhi Corporate Social Responsibility Institute and GRI4.

Practice

Stakeholders
CECEP’s
Stakeholders
Customers
Governments

Investors

Suppliers

Communities

CECEP

Employees

NGOs

Industry
Associations

Competitors
Trade
Union

Principle of
Stakeholder
Screening
Wang Tongzhou attended the 14th PKU Guanghua New Year Forum as the keynote speaker

Media &
Experts

High Influence
High Attention

Low Influence
High Attention
Involvement

Fostering CSR Culture

Medium Influence
High Attention

Involvement

Involvement

High Influence
Medium Attention

High Influence
Low Attention

Involvement

Medium Influence

Involvement

Medium Attention
Involvement

Due diligence and accountability constitutes one of the core values of CECEP which emphasizes fostering
responsible corporate culture. In 2013, relevant CECEP employees participated in the National Vocational
Qualification of Corporate Culture Expert and SASAC Training on Corporate Culture of Enterprises Directly
under the Central Committee. The Group also held the 2nd Reading Club activity with a focus on developing
responsible employees, responsible enterprises and responsible corporate culture.

Forms and Values of Stockholder Involvement of CECEP

Greater Brand Influences Based on Refined Institutional System
Along with the growing complexity of the external public opinion environment and the burgeoning
momentum of new media have come changes in the way of communication. On Nov. 5 th and 6th , the
Spokesman Training 2013 was organized by CECEP around the theme of “vigorously uplifting CECEP’s
brand influences”. The training aimed to improve the professional competence of news workers and press
ahead with CECEP brand building to edge the Group soon into the top flight of international brands. It also
required us to establish brand awareness, attach great importance to brand building, promote publicity via
main channels and gradually refine the publicity working system to bring the market influence and inspiring
charm of this most reliable brand into full play under the guidance of CECEP brand strategy and publicity
principle.
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Form

Value

Communication

Email, correspondence, bulletin and news
conference

Inform stakeholders of the repor ting
pr oce s s and r e sult s for the s ake of
transparency

Consultation

Questionnaire, counseling meeting, focus
group, seminar and forum

Respond to stakeholders’ expectations,
listen to their opinions and build mutual
trusts

Collaboration

Cooperation team

Work closely and establish partnership
with stakeholders
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Major Stakeholders, Appeals and Responses

Government
Agencies

Investors

Partners

Financial
Institutions

Employees

Communities
& the Public

Social
Organizations

Customers
& Users

Government
Agencies

Investors

Partners

Financial
Institutions

Employees

Communities
& the Public

Social
Organizations

Customers
& Users

NDRC, SASAC, MEP, Ministry of
Industry and Information Technology,
MOFCOM, MOHURD, Ministry of
Health, Ministry of Finance, State
Administration of Taxation, State
Administration of Work Safety, local
governments, related national and
regional agencies

SA SAC; other shareholders
of subsidiaries at all levels of
CECEP

Suppliers

China Construction Bank, China
Development Bank, The ExportImport Bank of China, Industrial
and Commercial Bank of China,
Bank of Communications, China
Guangfa Bank, non-bank financial
institutions, and international
financial institutions

All staff

Communities where CECEP
headquarters and all
subsidiaries are located

All kinds of public-welfare and
industrial associations and
community organizations

Domestic and overseas customers
and users of CECEP products and
services

Expectation & Appeal

Expectation & Appeal

Expectation & Appeal

Expectation & Appeal

Expectation & Appeal

Expectation & Appeal

Expectation & Appeal

Expectation & Appeal

Energy conservation and
emission reduction

Standardized operation

Keeping promise

Steady operation

Remuneration and benefits

Environmental protection

Supporting involvement

Quality assurance

Scientific management

Business integrity

In-time loan repayment

Career development

Harmonious community

Abiding by rules

In-time service

Controllable risks

Openness & fairness

Business reputation

Rights & interests protection

Work safety

Performing duties

Value maintenance and
appreciation

Mutual benefit and win-win
result

Risk management and control

Health and safety

Poverty relief

Common development

Health and environmental
protection

Environmental protection
Work safety
Observance of laws and
disciplines

Service providers
Distributors
……

Regions where CECEP
operates and assists in
poverty-relief efforts

Employment

Gains on investments

Stability

Response

Response

Response

Response

Response

Engaging in the formulation
of policies and plans on energy
saving, emissions reduction and
environmental protection

Improving the governance
structure in accordance with
the stipulations of theCompany
Law and the Interim Measures

Entering into legitimate
agreements and contracts in
the principle of equality and
voluntariness

Acquiring legitimately and
making effective use of credit
lines

Signing labor contracts in
accordance with national labor laws

Putting forth suggestions on
energy saving, emissions reduction
and environmental protection
Offering consulting services
on energy conservation, emission
r educ tion and env ir onment al
protection
Assessing and approving related
projects on energy conservation,
emission reduction and environmental
protection upon due authorization
Participating in such international
conferences as UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change on
invitation, giving publicity to the
initiatives and achievements of China
and Chinese enterprises in energy
saving, emissions reduction and
environmental protection
Practicing national policies,
laws and regulations on work safety,
and improving the work safety
system
Operating in compliance with
relevant laws and regulation, and
accepting supervision and inspection
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for the Super vision and
Administration of State-Owned
Assets of Enterprises
Disclosing related
information in a timely manner

Carr ying out unified
management over finance and
assets
Implementing allround budget management,
comprehensive risk
management and fine
management
Strengthening capacity
building and culture building
of employees and talents at all
levels

Strictly observing the terms
and conditions of agreements
and contracts
Setting up and improving
open-bidding system
Establishing negotiation
and consultation mechanism
Safeguarding the business
reputation of CECEP and rights
& interests of all partners for
mutual benefits
Enhancing supply chain
management, and demanding
due accountabilit y from
suppliers in complying with
laws & regulations, protecting
environments, safeguarding
labor rights and upholding
business integrity

Stamping out short-term
borrowing for long-term use
Maintaining sound credit
rating
Maintaining a reasonable
debt structure
Buying insurance
for rel ated businesses in
accordance with per tinent
provisions to avoid risks and
make ef fective use of the
buyer's credit

Intensifying staff training to
uplift their overall competence and
enabling their development
Setting up and improving the
workers’ congress, Trade Union and
other channels for suggestions and
feedbacks, disclosing enterprise
affairs, and enhancing the
employees’ involvement in domestic
management
Ta k i n g p r o p e r p r o t e c t i v e
measures to ensure work safety
Offering health examination to all
employees for prevention and control
of occupational diseases

Response
Standard discharge
Engaging in community
development and striving to be
a good neighbor
Launching public-welfare
activities, performing CSRs and
increasing public recognition
Employing fresh graduates,
demobilized servicemen and
disabled people
Carrying out “one-votedown system” on production
safety issues
Implementing “talent
localization” strategy

Response

Response

Ensuring active presence
in, initiation of and preparation
of societies and organizations

Passing the quality
management system
cer tification, environmental
management system certification
and occupational safet y and
health management system
certification

Following organizational
principals and operational
procedures
Fulfilling relevant duties
Strengthening
communication and
cooperation

Uplifting the sense of service
Holding conversations,
social gatherings and return
banquets with/for customers
and consumers to understand
their demands in a timely
manner
Insisting on high standards,
low emissions, downsize in
production and minimized
negative environmental impact
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Caring and Encouragement

Caring and Encouragement

General Secretary Xi Jinping attended the opening ceremony of the Marien Ngouabi University
library and the unveiling ceremony of its Chinese section in the Congo undertaken by CECEP
China Geo-Engineering Corporation

Zhang Dejiang, Chairman of the NPC Standing Committee, visited CECEP Dongtai Solar Power
Generation Co., Ltd.

Wang Xiaokang attended the symposium of economic experts and business leaders presided
over by Premier Li Keqiang

Sun Chunlan, Secretary of the CPC Tianjin Municipal Committee, visited CECEP’s booth
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Outlook 2014

Outlook 2014

2014 CSR “Six Ones”

The new epoch presents unprecedented challenges and opportunities. In 2014, with a focus on “main
business, management and innovation”, CECEP will press further ahead with its tasks of “transformation
& upgrades, management uplifts, and workstyle building”, revving up in an all-round way the marketoriented, professional, standardized, internationalized and digitalized development towards the goals set
for 2011-2015.
Market operation

1System

Laying a solid
foundation

Process
management

2013 CSR
Report

CSR System
1.0

1

Being
practical &
focusing on
details

Two-wheel Drive
Improving control and management

All-round deepened reform

Main
thread

Standardizing management

7

2014
“12357”
Operation

Works

Market-oriented
Professional

5

Standardized

2

3

Processes

Considerable progress
in energy conservation &
environmental protection
sectors

Batch of
1Models

CSR work
model

1Mode
Operation
+
serving the
people
+
charity

Opportunities

Transformation and upgrading

Tasks

2013-2015 CSR “12345”

Management uplifts

Digitalized

Workstyle building

Leaders

“12357” Operation

Grassroots party organizations
Talents

Conducting party building
around the core

1

Corporate culture
Anti-corruption

Promoting development
through party building

Core

Social responsibilities
Mass work

7

2014 Party
Building
“12347”

Works

Identifying clear responsibilities
Setting up work procedures
Bringing the operation up to
standard
Quantitative performance
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1Report

Consolidation
& uplifts

Deepening reform

Internationalized

1Work

CECEP development strategy

Developing main businesses

Reinforcing party building

1Keynote

CECEP

4

Improvements

2

Principles

3

Tasks

Transformation & upgrading

1System

2Tasks

3Stages

4Approaches

5Functions

Concept
system

Laying a
solid
foundation

2013
Laying a solid
foundation

Improving CSR system based
on systematic thinking;

Stabilizer

Focusing
on uplifts

2014
Implementing
pilot programs
for performance
uplifts

Indicator
system
Work system

2015
Formulating
standards under
the general
principles

Setting up standards and
systems in reference to
related criteria;
Promoting scientific
development through
performance improvements;

Thruster
Counselor
Regulator
Pacemaker

Realizing common
development and sharing
achievements among
stakeholders for harmony
and mutual benefits

Management uplifts
Workstyle building
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Appendix
Qualifications and honors

Major qualifications acquired by CECEP in 2013
Major certificates

Major qualifications acquired by CECEP in 2013
Major qualifications
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20

“Class II safety standardization appraisal authority” granted by the industrial and trade industry
of Shaanxi

21

Famous trademark of China

22

Class II enterprise in safe and standardized production in Jiangxi

23

“Equipment brand recognized by 100 sewage plants” granted by H2O-china.com

24

ISO9001 quality management certification

25

ISO14001 environmental management certification

26

OHSMS18000 occupational health management certification

27

China Compulsory Certification

28

Safe Production License granted by Beijing Municipal Commission of Housing and Urban-Rural
Development

29

Famous brand of Jiangxi

1

Equipment supervision qualifications granted by NDRC and the General Administration of
Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine (AQSIQ)

2

5th batch of “energy-efficient service providers” filed by NDRC

3

“Grade A desulphurization and dust removal facilities” awarded by MEP

4

State Environmental Protection Engineering Center for Industrial Contaminated Site and
Groundwater Remediation of MEP

5

Toothpaste Production License granted by AQSIQ

6

“Grade A engineering consulting qualifications” granted by NDRC

7

“Class II electromechanical project general contractor” granted by Beijing Municipal
Commission of Housing and Urban-Rural Development

8

“Class III specialized environmental protection project contractor” granted by Beijing Municipal
Commission of Housing and Urban-Rural Development

30

Enterprise with “AAA quality credit rating” in Jiangxi

“Class III municipal utility project general contractor” granted by Beijing Municipal
Commission of Housing and Urban-Rural Development

31

GB/T19001-ISO9001 quality management certification

9

32

GB/T19001-ISO9002 quality management certification

10

“Class I specialized environmental protection project contractor” granted by Beijing Municipal
Commission of Housing and Urban-Rural Development

33

Famous brand of Qinghai

34

Certification for Environmental Products by CAEPI (Beijing) Certification Center

11

“Class III specialized environmental protection project contractor” granted by Beijing Municipal
Commission of Housing and Urban-Rural Development

35

“Demonstration enterprise in safe and standardized production” granted by Shunyi District
Administration of Work Safety, Beijing

12

Catalogue for Recommended Energy-efficient, Low-carbon Technology and Products of Beijing

36

OHSAS18001:2007 occupational health and safety management certification of DNV

13

International Project Contracting Qualification Certificate granted by Beijing Municipal
Commission of Commerce

37

ISO14001:2004 environmental management certification of DNV

14

Grade A enterprise in ecological restoration in Jiangsu

38

ISO9001:2008 quality management certification of DNV

15

Grade A enterprise in flue gas treatment in Jiangsu

39

ISO/TS16949:2009 certification of DNV

16

“Grade B enterprise in comprehensive highway engineering” granted by Jiangxi Traffic
Engineering Quality Supervision Station

40

Organic camellia seed certification by ZhongAn Authentication Center

41

GMPC certification of Intertek

17

Cosmetics Hygiene License granted by Shandong Food and Drug Administration

42

International Standard Certification for Property Management Services

18

Dishwashing Detergent Production License granted by Shandong Bureau of Quality and
Technical Supervision

43

Three-star Green Building Certificate of Hangzhou

Export Food Production Enterprise Filing Certificate granted by Shandong Entry-Exit Inspection
and Quarantine Bureau

44

PID certification for PV components

19

45

Three-star National Green Building Certificate for Green Building Museum of Hangzhou

CECEP
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Major honors awarded to CECEP in 2013
No.

Honors

From

Major honors awarded to CECEP in 2013
To

No.

CSR-related honors

Honors

From

To

CSR-related honors

1

“Golden Bee” Award for Outstanding CSR Reports Leading Enterprise Award

WTO Tribune of MOFCOM

2012 CECEP CSR Report

16

Honored as a “Class II safety standardization appraisal
authority” by the industrial and trade industry of Shaanxi

Shaanxi Provincial Administration of Work Safety

China New Era International
Engineering Corporation

2

AAA rating

GRI

CSR report of Yantai New Era
Health Industry Co., Ltd.

17

Enterprise with “AAA quality credit rating” in 2013

CECEP LatticeLighting Co.,
Ltd.

3

CSR practices included in SASAC’s list of typical cases

SASAC

CECEP (Suqian) Biomass
Power Co., Ltd. and CECEP
Costin New Materials Group

Jiangxi Province Bureau of Quality and Technical
Supervision

18

Top 100 enterprises in Tianjin Port Free Trade Zone

Administrative Committee of Tianjin Port Free
Trade Zone

CECEP (Tian Jin) Investment
Group

4

Peony Award

Administrative Committee of Yantai Economic &
Technological Development Area

New Era Group ZheJiang New
Energy Material Co., Ltd.

19

5

Market performance-related honors

Provincial water-saving enterprise (entity); National
Electronic Information Industry Base in Hangzhou

Department of Housing and Urban-Rural
Development of Zhejiang Province and Hangzhou
Municipal Government

CECEP (HANGZHOU) Property
Management Co., Ltd.

6

Top 500 China building materials enterprises

China Building Material Enterprise Management
Center

CECEP New Material
Investment Co., Ltd.

Torch High Technology Industry Development
Center of the Ministry of Science & Technology

CECEP L&T Environmental
Technology Co., Ltd.

20

Outstanding national construction enterprise;
Outstanding construction project manager in China;
Outstanding (senior) professional construction project
manager

China Association of Construction Enterprise
Management

The No.4 Metallurgical
Construction Company of
China Limited

21

Water business flagship enterprise

Chinese Hydraulic Engineering Society, China
Environment Service Industry Association, and
Messe Frankfurt

CECEP Water Business
Development Co., Ltd.

22

2012 global Top 500 new energy enterprises

24

Outstanding enterprise in energy conservation and
emission reduction (2010-2012)

SASAC

CECEP

25

Core enterprise of China’s environmental protection
industry; Honored as one of the “Top Ten standardcompliant entities”, a “leading entity in technical
innovation”, an “outstanding standard-compliant entity”,
an “outstanding and exemplary standard-compliant
entity” and a “leading standard-compliant entity” in
the “national competition of energy conservation and
emission reduction performance of urban sewage
plants”

China Association of Environmental Protection
Industry, China Urban Water Association, National
Committee of the Chinese Seamen & Construction
Workers’ Union, Professional Committee of China
Urban Water Association, and National Committee
of the Chinese Seamen & Construction Workers’
Union

CECEP Water Business
Development Co., Ltd.

7

Key hi-tech enterprise of China torch program

8

Outstanding Contribution Award for Top 100 highgrowth enterprises in Zhongguancun; Enterprise with
new products, services and technology in Zhongguancun
Science Park; Certificate for Energy Efficiency Monitoring
Data Collector; 2013 Catalogue for Recommended
Energy-efficient, Low-carbon Technology and Products
of Beijing; Catalogue for the 3rd Batch of Construction
Technology Innovation Application Projects in Beijing;
ESCO Star; Leading high-end talents in Zhongguancun
in 2012; First Prize of 2013 National Green Building
Innovation Award; 2012 EMCA Outstanding Member; CE
certificate; Outstanding and exemplary project in EMC
in China; Comprehensive energy-efficient renovation
project for the heating system of Beijing District Heating
Group

Zhongguancun Hi-Tech Enterprises Association
Beijing, Scientific and Technological Commission,
NDRC, Beijing Municipal Commission of Economy
and Information Technology, Administrative
Committee of Zhongguancun Science Park, Beijing
Municipal Commission of Housing and UrbanRural Development, EMCA, Leading Group Office of
Zhongguancun Science Park, MOHURD, and ECO
Information Technology

9

Technical Innovation Award; Innovative Enterprise Award

Beijing Enterprise Evaluation Association

CECEP TianChen (Beijing)
Environmental Protection S&T
Co., Ltd.

10

Technical innovation demonstration enterprise in
China’s petroleum and chemical industry; Model entity
of Shandong’s petroleum and chemical industry

China Petroleum and Chemical Industry Federation,
and Shandong Petroleum and Chemical Industry
Federation

Yantai Valiant Fine Chemicals
Co., Ltd.

26

China Association of Resources Comprehensive
Utilization

CECEP L&T Environmental
Technology Co., Ltd.

11

Top 500 private manufacturers in China; First Prize of
Fujian Science and Technology Progress Award

All-China Federation of Industry & Commerce, and
Fujian Provincial People’s Government

Billion Industrial Holdings
Limited

Leading entity in comprehensive resource utilization
through technical approaches in China; core enterprise
of China’s environmental protection industry

27

2013 energy-efficient construction model - Entity of
outstanding contributions

China Association of Building Energy Efficiency

CECEP Industry Development
Co., Ltd.

12

Top Ten nonwoven cloth enterprises in China; Certificate
for 2013 Industry Development Index-covered Enterprise;
Advanced and applicable electromechanical products in
China; Chinese supplier in good standing

China Nonwovens & Industrial Textiles Association,
and China Association of Plant Engineering

Xinhua Co., Ltd.

13

Top 100 enterprises in Chongqing

Chongqing Enterprise Confederation, and
Chongqing Entrepreneurs Association

Chongqing Wujiang Industry
(Group) Co., Ltd.

28

Top Ten influential enterprises of China’s solid waste
industry; Top Ten waste-burning power generation
project investors in China; Leading Chinese enterprise in
waste-burning power generation

The No.4 Metallurgical
Construction Company of
China Limited

Solidwaste.com.cn, Chinabidding.com.cn, and
Paihang360.com

General Water of China Co.,
Ltd.

Department of Housing and Urban-Rural
Development of Qinghai, Shandong, Jiangsu, Jiangxi
and Guangdong Provinces, China Association of
Construction Enterprise Management, and China
Construction Industry Association

14

“Jiangheyuan Cup” for construction projects in Qinghai;
“Outstanding Structure Cup” for construction projects
in Shandong; 3rd batch of outstanding construction
sites in Jiangsu; Mechanized operation of gentle slope
construction in inclined shafts; Operation of construction
in urban road inspection wells and at road/well
junctions; outstanding builder in China; First and second
prizes for QC achievements; Operation of construction
of large-diameter barrel slip form; AAA-rated safe and
standardized construction site

China Exploration & Design Association, Sichuan
Province Exploration and Design Association, Xi’an
Urban and Rural Construction Commission, and
Housing and Urban-Rural Department of Shaanxi
Province

China New Era International
Engineering Corporation

29

No.1 energy-efficient service provider in China

CIECCPA

15

Top 100 Enterprises of China’s exploration & design
industry; Enterprise with an AAAAA credit rating in Xi’an;
“Chang’an Cup” for construction projects in Shaanxi

CECEP Industrial Energy
Conservation Co., Ltd.

30

Enterprise with the Highest Growth Potential of China’s
solid waste industry

Solidwaste.com.cn

CECEP Dadi Environmental
Remediation Co., Ltd.

122

CECEP

CECEP.Valeen Green Building
Technology Co.,Ltd.

CECEP Wind-power Co., Ltd.
Environmental performance-related honors
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CASS-CSR3.0 Indicators
Major
qualifications
acquired
by CECEP
in 2013
Major
honors awarded
to CECEP
in 2013
No.

Honors

From

31

Torch High Technology Industry Development
Center of MOST

CECEP LatticeLighting Co.,
Ltd.

32

Top 100 enterprises in Tianjin; Top 60 service providers
in Tianjin

Tianjin Enterprise Confederation, and Tianjin
Enterprise Directors Association

CECEP (Tian Jin) Investment
Group

33

Top 100 commercial enterprises in Qinghai; “enterprise
with an AAAAA credit rating” of Chinese forestry industry;
First Prize of Qinghai Science & Technology Progress
Award for technology integration and industrialization for
berry collection in eco-friendly cash forests in Qinghai

Chamber of Commerce of Qinghai; Chinese
Forestry Industry Association; Chinese Forestry
Industry Integrity Union

Qinghai General Health Bioscience Co. LLC

Contract-abiding & trustworthy enterprise in Shandong;
Top 100 tax contributors (No.63) in Yantai

Shandong Administration for Industry & Commerce

Yantai Valiant Fine Chemicals
Co., Ltd.

Social performance-related honors
Second prize for outstanding achievements (2012-2013)

Research Institute for Party Building, Ideological
and Political Work of State-Owned Enterprises

Outstanding organizer of mainland internship program
for students from Hong Kong universities

All-China Youth Federation

37

Top Ten influential enterprises of water sectors; Water
business flagship enterprise; Outstanding Journal Award
of the Year; Demonstration employee library; National
“May Day” female model position; Leading entity in
emergency rescue in quake-hit Lushan

H2O-china.com, Ministry of Water Resources, China
Environment Chamber of Commerce, Zhe Jiang
Federation of Trade Union, All-China Federation of
Trade Unions, and Red Cross Society of Hunan

CECEP Water Business
Development Co., Ltd.

38

Model entity in standardized corporate IPR management
in Jiangsu

Jiangsu Province Bureau of Quality and Technical
Supervision, and Intellectual Property Office of
Jiangsu Province

CECEP (Suqian) Biomass
Power Co., Ltd.

39

Five-star entity

Shandong Bureau of Statistics

Weifang Huawei Thermal
Power Co., Ltd.

40

Winner of “Ankang Cup”, Xining; Employee library
demonstration entity in Qinghai; Leading entity in IPR
strategy implementation in China

Xining Federation of Trade Union, Xining Municipal
Administration of Work Safety, and State Intellectual
Property Office

Qinghai General Health Bioscience Co. LLC

41

Award for Contributions to Sino-Algerian friendship

Chinese Embassy in Algeria

42

Outstanding central enterprise

SASAC

R&D Center of Yantai Valiant
Fine Chemicals Co., Ltd.

43

Model enterprise in safety culture building

Shandong Provincial Administration of Work Safety

Yantai Valiant Fine Chemicals
Co., Ltd.

44

Top 100 enterprises in culture building; Award for
outstanding achievements in culture building

China Enterprise Culture Improvement Association

Yantai New Era Health
Industry Co., Ltd. and

124

Paintings and Remarks of
New Era Employees

Outstanding entity in energy conservation in China

Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security,
NDRC, MEP and MOF

CECEP Consulting Co., Ltd.

Four-star entity in openness of plant affairs

Xi’an Machinery and Metallurgical Workers’
Technical Association

China New Era International
Engineering Corporation

CECEP
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P8-15
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P119
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P110
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P122-124

Reporting
instructions

(P2)
Reporting
process

(P5)
Annual progress

China Geo-engineering
Corporation

46

1 Report quality assurance process

CECEP

36

45

Part I: Preface (P series)

(P1)

Industrialization demonstration project of China torch
program

35

Page

To

CSR-related honors

34

Indicator

Part II: CSR management (G series)
21 CSR ideas, vision and values

P105

(G1)

22 Social responsibility initiatives concluded by the company and other entities

P44，P68，P67，P112

CSR strategies

23 Identification of core CSR-related topics of the company

P71，P108，P119

24 CSR planning

P105

25 CSR leadership

P107

26 Communication channels and processes between the highest management and
stakeholders

P79，P113

27 CSR organization system

P107

28 Internal CSR and division of labor

P107

29 CSR management system

P105-115

(G2)
CSR governance
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Indicator

Page

(G3)

30 Promotion of CSR-related tasks at the subsidiary level

P109

CSR integration

31 Promotion of CSR performance by supply chain partners

P67-68

32 Establishment of CSR indicator system

P110

(G4)

33 CSR indicator performance assessment

P110

CSR
performance

34 CSR competitions

P110，P111，112-124

35 Major economic, environmental or social irregularities, their influences on the
company, penalties incurred and countermeasures

P50

36 List of stakeholders

(G5)
CSR
communication

Indicator

Page

63 Major innovation awards

P120-124

64 Customer satisfaction and related survey

P49

65 Active response to customer complaints and customer complaint settlement rate

P49

66 Strategic sharing mechanism and platform

P15

67 Ideology and support institutions of honest operation

P77

68 Ideology and support institutions of fair competitions

P70

P113-114

69 Economic contract compliance

P71

37 Process of stakeholder identification and selection

P113

70 Identification and description of the company’s value chain and CSR influence

P28

38 Stakeholders’ concerns and the company’s response

P114

(M3)

P72

39 Internal CSR communication mechanism

P105

71 The company’s initiatives and policies on promotion of CSR performance by the
value chain

40 External CSR communication mechanism

P113

Partner
responsibilities

72 CSR education and training of the company for value chain stakeholders

P72

73 Institutions and/or policies of responsible procurement of the company

P69，P72

(M2)
Customer
responsibilities

41 CSR communication and exchange activities where the senior leadership is involved P79

(G6)
CSR capacity

42 Research on CSR-related topics

P112

43 Involvement in CSR research and exchange

P109-110，P110，P111，
P112

44 Involvement in CSR standard development at home and abroad

P108

45 Development of responsible corporate culture through training

P112

74 Process and frequency of supplier CSR evaluation and investigation

Stakeholder
responsibilities

Customer
responsibilities

126

76 Suppliers punished for economic, environmental or social irregularities

P71

Part IV: Social performance (S series)

46 Policies and mechanism for shareholder engagement in corporate governance

P9

47 Protection of interests of small- and medium-sized investors

P9

48 Standardized information disclosure

P9

(S1)

49 Growth potential

P41

50 Profit making

P41

Government
responsibilities

51 Safety

P41

52 Customer relationship management system

P47

53 Product literacy and customer training

P48，P61

54 Customer information protection

P48

55 Stop loss and indemnification
(M2)

P69

77 Responsible procurement

Part III: Market performance (M series)

(M1)

75 Suppliers certified by the “three systems”

78 Compliance management system of the company

P75-76

79 Training on compliance

P75-77

80 Prohibition of commercial bribery

P75-77

81 Compliance-based performance assessment

P75-76

82 Total tax contributions

P76

83 Relevant national policies

P65

84 Policies and measures for ensuring and /or stimulating employment

P81-82

85 New hires during the reporting period

P80

86 Labor contract conclusion

P79

87 Collective negotiation and collective contract coverage

P79

88 Democratic management

P84，P85，P88

89 Trade Union members of CECEP’s employees

P79

90 Handling and settlement of employee complaints

P79

91 Employee privacy management

P85
P85

56 Product quality management system

P47-48

57 Product acceptance

P49

(S2)

58 Institution in favor of innovative products and services

P57-61

Employee
responsibilities

59 Technology and R&D input

P57

60 Number and proportion of technical professionals

P57

92 Protection of rights and interests of part-time workers, ad hoc labors and
dispatched employees

61 New patents

P57

93 Minimum wages by location and minimum wage of the locality

62 New product sales volume

P59

94 Social insurance coverage

CECEP

P79
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(S2)
Employee
responsibilities

(S3)
Work safety

Indicator

Page

Indicator

Page

95 Overtime compensation

P79

128 Recruitment localization policy

P86

96 Average days of paid annual leave per capita

P80

129 Local hires

P96

97 Welfare system by employment (regular or non-regular)

P85

130 Local hires among the senior management by location

P86

98 Female managers

P80

131 Procurement localization policy

99 Minority ethnic employees

P80

(S4)

100 Number and proportion of disabled employees

P80

Social
responsibilities

101 Employees among the Committee on Occupational Health and Safety

132 The company’s charity policies and major engagement

P91

133 The company’s charity fund

P91

P80

134 Overseas charity

P101，P104

102 Occupational disease prevention & control system

P85

135 Total donations

P91

103 Training on occupational health and safety

P53，P85

136 The company’s support policies and measures for the volunteer campaign

P93-98

104 Annual new occupational diseases and the total cases of occupational diseases of
the company

P80

137 Performance of the volunteer campaign

P93-98

105 Institutions and policies of work-related injury prevention

P85

106 Institutions/policies of managing employees’ mental health

P85

138 Establishment of organizational and institutional systems for environmental
management

P46-47

107 Physical examination and health record coverage

P80

139 Alarming for and emergency response to environmental protection challenges

P46-47

108 Equal health and safety protection for part-time workers, ad hoc labors,
dispatched employees and staff of sub-contractors

P85

140 Involvement in or accession to environmental protection organizations or
initiatives

P44，P68，P101，P102

109 Career path

P81，P85

141 Corporate environment influence evaluation

P45-46

110 Employee training system

P83

142 Total investments in environmental protection

P37

111 Employee training performance

P80

143 Training and publicity on environmental protection

P44-61

112 Input in support for needy employees

P84，P98

144 Performance of training on environmental protection

P46，P101

113 Special protection for special groups (pregnant and nursing women)

P85

145 Disclosure of information on environmental protection

P111，P113

114 Work-life balance

P86-89，P98

115 Employee satisfaction

P86

146 Process and frequency of social communication on environmental protection and
related risks

P46，P111-112

116 Employee turnover

P86

147 Measures for green office

P102，P103

117 Work safety management system

P51

148 Performance of green office

P102，P103

118 Emergency management system

P51

149 Reduction of business trips

P103

119 Education and training

P53

150 Green buildings and business outlets

P27

120 Training performance

P53

151 Establishment of energy management system

P45

121 Work safety input

P50

152 Policies and measures for energy conservation

P23-27，P45

122 Work safety accidents

P51，P52

153 Annual total energy consumption

P32-35，P45，P103

123 Employee casualties

P52

154 Comprehensive energy consumption per unit of output value of the company

P103

155 The company’s policies and measures for use of new energy, renewable energy
and clean energy

P32-35

124 Assessment of the influence of the company’s entry/exit on community
environment and society

Part V: Environmental performance (E series)

(E1)
Green operation

(E2)
P46

Green plants

(S4)

125 Implementation environment for new projects and social influence assessment coverage P46

156 Use of new energy, renewable energy and clean energy

P12，P32-35

Social
responsibilities

126 Mechanism of involvement of community representatives in project construction
and development

P97-100

157 Policies, measures and technology in respect of waste gas emission reduction

P28-31

158 Waste gas emission and reduction

P12，P28-31

127 Development or support by the company of projects with the greatest social
benefits in the locality

P71

159 Institutions, policies and technology in respect of wastewater discharge reduction

P28-31

128

CECEP
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(E2)
Green plants

Indicator

Page

160 Wastewater discharge and reduction

P12，P28

161 Institutions, policies and technology in respect of waste discharge reduction

P28-31

162 Waste discharge and reduction

P12，P28

163 Policies and measures for circular economy

P36-37

164 Recycling of renewable resources

P36

165 Water-efficient company

P47

166 Annual use of freshwater/freshwater consumption per unit of value added of
industry

P7

167 Use of recycled water

P47

168 Plans and actions in respect of CO 2 emission reduction

P44

Green products

(E4)
Ecological
development

Rating Report on 2013 CECEP CSR Report
Upon the request of China Energy Conservation and Environmental Protection Group (hereinafter “CECEP”), the Research
Center for Corporate Social Responsibility of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (hereinafter “the Center”) invited experts
from Chinese Expert Committee on CSR Report Rating to form a Rating Team. The rating team rated 2013 CECEP CSR Report
(hereinafter “the report”) as follows:
1. Rating Criteria

Guidelines on Corporate Social Responsibility Reporting for Chinese Enterprises (CASS-CSR 3.0) and Rating Standards of
China Corporate Social Responsibility Report (2014)
2. Rating Process
(1) Interviews conducted by the process evaluation panel on the CSR Dept. of CECEP.
(2) On-site reviews conducted by the process evaluation panel on relevant data from CECEP headquarters and subsidiaries.
(3) The rating team evaluates the management process of the report and the information disclosed by the report.
(4) The rating is based on business integrity and reliability assurance.

169 CO2 emission and reduction

(E3)

Rating Report

3. Rating Results
Process management ( ★★★★ )

170 ISO14000 environmental management certification of suppliers

P47，P69

171 Measures for enhancement of suppliers’ awareness and capability of
environmental protection

P67-70，P72

172 Suppliers’ awareness and capability of environmental protection

P67-70，P72

173 Support for low carbon product R&D and marketing

P44

Materiality ( ★★★★☆ )

174 Policies and performance of used product recycling

P28-31，P45，P72，91

175 Policies and performance of minimization and recycling of packaging

P72

The report discloses key industrial issues such as “product quality management”, “occupational health management”, “work
safety”, “responsible procurement”, “R&D and marketing of environment-friendly products”, “energy and water conservation”
and “reduction in discharge of three wastes”. The report has excellent materiality.

176 Bio-diversity protection

P28

177 Protection of natural habitats, wetlands, forests, wildlife corridors and farmlands
during construction

P28

178 Ecological restoration and governance

P28-31

This report discloses negative information on “work safety accidents”, “casualties” and “new cases of occupational diseases
in 2013”. Besides, it sets special cases to analyze the causes, processes and countermeasures of “8•15 electric shock
accident” and “3•17 fire accident”. The report has leading balance.

179 Ecological restoration and governance coverage

P28

Comparability ( ★★★★★ )

180 Environmental protection and charity drive

P93-102

Part VI: Afterword (A series)

The Corporate Culture Dept. has taken the lead in establishing the report authoring team. The senior leaders have been
involved in report preparation and finalization. The authoring team has identified and prioritized the key stakeholders, and
solicited advice of some stakeholders via consulting and seminars; it has defined the material issues according to the major
activities of the Group, relevant State policies and industry standards; it has also made a plan for report release during
the Energy Conservation Publicity Week, and the report will be shown in presswork and electronic edition. The report has
excellent process management.

Completeness ( ★★★★ )
From such perspectives as “green campaign”, “management innovation”, “technical innovation”, “partner responsibilities”,
“employee responsibilities”, “public welfare” and “CSR management”, the report discloses 76% of core industrial indicators,
and has excellent completeness.
Balance ( ★★★★☆ )

This report discloses historical data on 67 key performance indicators for three consecutive years, and compares CECEP
with its domestic and international peers in “installed PV capacity” and “installed wind power capacity”. The report has super
excellent comparability.
Readability ( ★★★★☆ )

181 Blueprint: the company’s plans for CSR-related tasks

P105，P119

182 Report evaluation: by CSR or industrial experts, stakeholders or authoritative
organs

P131

183 Indicators: indicator disclosure as required by CASS-CSR3.0

P125-130

184 Feedback: solicitation of readers’ comments

P132

This report has a rational structure, eye-catching topics and detailed cases. The figures, tables and flow charts fit in well with
the content. The green layout manifests the green awareness of the industry and ensures leading readability of the report.
Creativity ( ★★★★ )
The modules of “footprints” and “milestones” at the end of most chapters present stakeholders a panorama of the Group’s
CSR practices through a summary of its annual topic-specific CSR priorities. The report has excellent creativity.
Overall Rating ( ★★★★☆ )
Through evaluation and deliberation, the rating team agreed to rate the 2013 CECEP CSR Report as leading by giving 4.5-star
rating to it.
4. Suggested Improvement
(1) Enhance report preparation process management and stakeholder engagement.
(2) Increase disclosure of core industrial indicators and further improve the completeness of the report.
Rating Team
Leader: Zhong Hongwu, Director of the Center
Members: Guo Yi, Associate Professor at School of Economics of Beijing Technology and Business University
Fang Xiaojing and Zhang Xiaodan, Members of the Process Evaluation Panel
Peng Huagang

Zhong Hongwu

Chairman of the Chinese Exper t
Committee on CSR Report Rating

Leader of the Rating Team

V ice President of the E xecutive
Council of the Center
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Director of the Center
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Feedback

We are looking forward to your comments and suggestions for the sake of CSR performance and
capacity building. Your care and support will be an impetus for our constant improvement.
Your overall impression of the report:
〇 Very good

〇 Good

〇 Fair

〇 So-so

〇 Poor

Is the content and layout reader-friendly?
〇 Yes

〇 No

Are you satisfied with the information disclosed by the report? If not, what information do you need?

What are your comments and suggestions for CECEP’s CSR-related tasks, report preparation and
publishing?

Designed and made by

Environmental considerations in publication of this report
Paper:The report is printed on recycling paper.
Ink:100% soy ink was used aiming to decrease air pollution.

You are kindly requested to enter your personal information. Such information will be kept strictly
confidential by us.
Name:

Job:

Company name:

Contact:

We will send the Report for free to anyone who gives us feedback.
Contact us:
Corporate Culture Dept. of China Energy Conservation and Environmental Protection Group
Addr.: Jieneng Mansion, No.42 North Xizhimen Avenue, Haidian District, Beijing (100082)
Contact person: Han Fei
Tel.: 010-62245671
Fax: 010-62247868
Email: hanf@cecep.cn
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Contact person: Chen Zhijian
Tel.: 15001115500
Website: www.d-ddd.com

